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ABSTRACT

A wealth of valuable research data is locked within the millions of research articles published every year. Reading and extracting pertinent information from those articles has become an unmanageable task for scientists. Moreover, these data are loosely structured, encoded in manuscripts of various formats, embedded in different content types, and are, in general, not machine accessible. Thus, studies that automatically leverage this valuable information are not tractable or even possible. Current approaches employ humans to manually extract data, define extraction rules, or annotate training corpora for machine learning approaches through tedious, time-consuming, error-prone and sometimes expensive processes. In the specific case of scientific information extraction, the need for pointed expertise increases costs and decreases the generalization of extraction methods. This thesis seeks to demonstrate that efficient combination of human-computer extraction techniques can considerably alleviate the burden on human curators, thereby speeding up discovery of new scientific facts and decreasing extraction costs. This thesis is investigated in the context of materials informatics, an emerging field that has the potential to greatly reduce time-to-market and development costs for new materials. Such efforts rely on access to large databases of material properties and therefore represent a suitable but not unique application for this research. This work addresses the challenge of populating a database of scientific facts by presenting three approaches with different levels of automation and human involvement. Specifically, these three approaches involve varying amount of untrained, trained and expert input in order to populate a database of polymer properties. The first effort, $\chi$DB, engages a semi-expert crowd to extract an important relation in polymer science. Here automation is limited, being concerned only with identifying appropriate elements of scientific articles to present to crowd members. However, the approach is shown to accelerate data extraction speed considerably. $\chi$DB is a crowdsourcing system, which employs and assists a semi-expert crowd to extract an important relation in polymer science. Increasing the automation and targeting a different relation, the $T_g$ approach is a pipeline that uses a variety of computer and human modules
or tasks to supplement the output of a well-performing natural language processing software and prioritize expert curation. Having identified, named scientific named entity recognition as a major challenge and prerequisite for relations extraction, polyNER, the third approach uses minimal, focused expert knowledge to generate annotated entity-rich corpora data and bootstrap scientific named entities classifiers. This work shows that systems combining existing software and minimal human input can achieve performance comparable to that of a state-of-the-art domain-specific Natural Language Processing software and demonstrates the potential of hybrid human-computer partnership alternatives to sometimes impractical state-of-the-art approaches.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The amount of scientific literature published every year is growing at an alarming rate. Some studies place the number of scientific journals at more than 33,100 and the number of articles published each year at 3 million [66]. As a direct result, the amount of information (e.g., results of experiments) embedded within published literature is overwhelming. In addition to the sheer volume of articles, important findings are locked in tables, figures and text of various formats. Reading and extracting pertinent information from full-text articles has become an unmanageable task. This problem hinders the advancement of science, making it hard to build on existing results buried in the literature. It also makes it difficult to translate results into applications and thus to produce valuable products. For example, in materials science and chemistry access to large scientific databases enables high-throughput computational searches and discoveries [100]. Our goal is to transform an avalanche of publications into a machine-accessible and human-consumable source of knowledge. Ideally, since machines are capable of processing volumes of text faster than their human counterparts, a fitting solution would involve computers “reading” thousands of papers and outputting structured content for human consumption.

While computer-based solutions have improved significantly over the past few decades, extraction of structured data from unstructured documents remains a challenging task and still requires human supervision. There are several resources to guide automated text extraction for non-scientific entities (e.g., structured or semi-structured data Wikipedia [134], DBpedia [8] or database equivalent of Wikipedia, the CoNLL [117] dataset for Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. Many rule-based, machine learning (ML), and hybrid named entity recognition (NER) approaches have been developed for particular entity types (e.g., people and places) [95, 88]. Such resources are not often available for scientific information extraction, except in a subset of scientific fields notably bioinformatics. For instance, the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) provides access to dozens of databases
for proteins, genes, medical abstracts, etc. (See https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) As a result, there is also considerable prior work in biomedical facts extraction. State-of-the-art methods often use hybrid rule-based, machine learning, and statistical techniques to extract entity names and relations from the literature [78, 140]. These methods generally require large amounts of quality training data, which is not readily available in many domains. Instead, attempts to extract a new type of entities and entity relations rely on large, carefully annotated training data tailored for new target scientific entities, often requiring some amount of in-depth domain knowledge. Hence, even state-of-the-art machine learned extraction systems do not typically perform well when applied to different domains [74]. For example, considerable effort is involved in selecting and (often manually) generating quality data for trainable statistical named entity recognition systems [75].

Our work is mainly motivated by the pressing need for extraction of materials and their properties from the scientific literature. Materials informatics [99, 56, 35], often referred to as the fourth paradigm of materials discovery [131, 6], combines large datasets and computational models to identify candidates for new materials, with the goal of reducing both time-to-market and development costs. As such methods rely on access to large, machine-readable databases, the traditional text-based physical handbooks will not suffice. However, there are few examples of these scientific digital databases and constructing new databases is a monumental and costly task requiring years of expert labor, as the data that populate these databases must often be extracted manually from free-text publications. While, machine learning efforts have begun in materials science [54, 113, 79, 124], the lack of annotated text hinders attempts to leverage approaches developed for biomedicine for example. We initially target the field of polymer science, one of several sub-fields of materials science with emerging interest in information extraction and lacking expert-annotated training corpora.
1.1 Thesis statement

This dissertation addresses the need for techniques that effectively combine automated and human methods for extracting scientific facts from the literature. Specifically, this work present hybrid computer-human approaches and argues that we can effectively leverage the complementary strengths of computers and humans for the extraction of previously unexplored scientific named entities and relations. We describe three approaches with varying levels of automation and human involvement. In order to explore the need for human input and occasional requirement for pointed domain knowledge, we involve humans with various levels of expertise in these approaches.

1.2 Challenges

Information extraction (IE), which is the automated retrieval of specific information from unstructured to semi-structured text, is a vast and well-established research field. Often-times, IE employs natural language processing (NLP), which is the ability of computers to process human (natural) languages. The history of natural language learning goes back several decades and the Special Interest Group on Natural Language Learning (SIGNNL) has been organizing workshops and conferences for at least three decades. The Conference on Computational Natural Language Learning (CoNNL) provides a manually curated dataset for different natural language processing tasks each year. For the most part, such carefully prepared resources are not available for machine-learned scientific entities and relations extraction. The careful and exhaustive manual curation of the corpus is however more expensive as it occasionally requires specialized expertise and cannot easily be crowdsourced by using platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk, for example [22]. The lack of annotated training data, the need for expertise along with additional challenges specific to scientific IE presented in this work render generalization of annotations and extraction systems particularly difficult.
1.3 Contributions

The primary contributions of this thesis are the designs and implementations of hybrid human-computer approaches that enable, facilitate and improve the extraction of scientific facts (entities & relations) using crowds of varying levels of expertise. Our goal is to address the gap between state-of-the-art NLP solutions and current extraction needs of scientific domains such as materials science, which have not previously been the subject of intense IE research. This thesis offers key insights into ways to combine human knowledge and automated extraction techniques for the purpose of populating a database of scientific facts. In particular, we describe a crowdsourcing platform for the extraction of complex scientific properties using trained crowds supervised by experts. We provide a model for designing human and computer curation modules to capitalize on existing NLP software. Finally, we describe a method for exploring machine learning solutions in the absence of available training data for scientific named entities extraction. In more details, we implemented the following three distinct, yet complimentary human-machine scientific IE approaches:

1.3.1 $\chi DB$

The first approach, $\chi DB$, tackles the extraction of a challenging polymer property and relatively relies more heavily on human curators. $\chi DB$ is a system consisting of an automated Web information extraction phase followed by a crowdsourced curation phase. The output is a high-quality human- and machine-accessible digital handbook of polymer properties. We show that we are able, using only a small group of students supervised by two experts, to create a quality database of properties with more polymer-polymer Flory-Huggins (or $\chi$) parameters (263) than in other notable handbooks (traditional textbooks for materials data) [130]. The $\chi$ parameter, which characterizes the miscibility of polymer blends, is a particularly challenging property to extract, due to the fact that it is published in heterogeneous data formats (e.g., text, figures, tables) and is represented in several different temperature-
dependent expressions, hence the crowdsourced approach. We describe how our approach is likely also to work well for other complex properties and in other scientific domains.

1.3.2 $T_g$ IE Pipeline

The second system is a hybrid Information Extraction (IE) pipeline that combines automation and crowdsourcing to extract the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of polymers. This pipeline uses comparable numbers of machine and human tasks to customize available domain-specific NLP software for a new polymer—property extraction. $T_g$ is an important property in the design of new polymeric materials that quantifies the temperature at which polymers transition from a glassy state into a rubbery state. The goal is to maximize throughput and accuracy while minimizing the burden on human curators. We extend our previous work, increasing the automation to develop an integrated IE pipeline that combines a general-purpose NLP toolkit, ChemDataExtractor (CDE) [124] to parse text and perform preliminary recognition with subsequent specialized human and computer curation modules such as a ranking system to prioritize crowdsourced tasks. To date, we have extracted 259 $T_g$ values from a subset of our articles and expect this number to increase dramatically as we improve our pipeline and apply it to new data [127]. In comparison, the recent edition of the expert-curated Physical Properties of Polymer Handbook [41], last published in 2007, contains only $\sim$600 $T_g$ values.

1.3.3 PolyNER

Having identified scientific named entity recognition as a major challenge and a prerequisite for entity relations extraction, and moving towards solutions with minimal human input, the third approach, polyNER is a hybrid computer-human system for semi-automatically identifying scientific entity referents (terms used to refer to an entity) in text. PolyNER operates in three phases, first applying a fully automated analysis to produce an entity-rich set of candidates for labeling; then engaging experts to approve or reject a modest number of
proposed candidates; and finally using the resulting labeled candidates to train a classifier. In both the first and third phases, it uses word embedding models to capture shared contexts in which referents occur. PolyNER thus seeks to substitute the labor-intensive processes of either assembling a large manually labeled corpus (collection of written texts on a particular subject) or defining complex domain-specific rules with a mix of sophisticated automated analysis and focused expert input. We further use active learning with maximum entropy uncertainty sampling to address the need to generate carefully selected training examples for ML models. Using these labels, we train word vector classifiers and achieve NER performance comparable to that of the IE \( T_g \) pipeline which relies on domain-specific NLP software [127]. Our system however, took less than five hours of expert time to achieve this result.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 3 discusses various topics related to scientific information extraction including crowdsourcing, domain-specific natural language processing and semi-supervised machine learning. Chapter 4 describes an approach for crowdsourcing scientific information extraction. Chapter 5 describes an approach for supplementing NLP software. Chapter 6 describes an approach for generalizable scientific information extraction in the absence of training data. While describing our approaches, which differ in levels of automation and human involvement, we discuss time and cost reductions compared to existing alternative approaches. We discuss the generalizability of our hybrid approaches in Chapter 7 and future work in Chapter 8. In particular, we discuss time, accuracy and cost tradeoffs between these systems. We conclude in Section 9.
CHAPTER 2
APPLICATION BACKGROUND AND SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION EXTRACTION CHALLENGES

In material science, examples of “scientific facts” can be names and properties of particular materials, such as the melting and glass transition temperatures of polymers. These properties are particularly useful in the design of new products [100]. Polymers are large molecules (macromolecules) composed of many repeating units. Due in part to their large molecular masses, often in the form of long chains, polymers have a variety of useful properties. For example, the long chains of poly(ethylene terephthalate) become entangled, making them harder to pull apart; this results in strong but lightweight water bottles. In addition to being strong, many synthetic polymers are also extremely cheap as they can be synthesized from petroleum-based feedstocks. The combination of low cost and useful properties has resulted in polymers becoming a ubiquitous part of life. Figure 2.1 shows polystyrene (PS: $[C_8H_8]_n$), a common and familiar polymer.

Historically, materials properties have been collected in human-curated review articles and handbooks (e.g., the Physical Properties of Polymers Handbook [41], the Polymer Handbook [132]). However, this approach is laborious and expensive, and thus such collections are published infrequently. One excellent example of a current digital database is PolyInfo [102], which contains the records for over 200 000 properties of polymers extracted from more than 12 000 articles—another process that required years of manual expert curation effort. We contend that a better approach is to leverage information extraction techniques to process thousands of papers and output structured content for human and machine consumption. As previously mentioned, recent works have studied the automated extraction of chemical compounds [64, 113, 79, 124]. However, these approaches are not often adaptable to new domains and rely on large amounts of annotated training data. Next, we discuss the reasons why scientific entities and relations extraction remain an important research challenge,
especially in cases similar to polymer science, which have not previously been the target of intense IE research. We discuss the difficulties faced when extracting polymers names and properties and relate them to general scientific IE challenges. We also specifically discuss the two properties explored via hybrid human-machine methods in Chapters 4 and 5.

![Polystyrene formula](image1) ![Styrene ball-and-stick model](image2) ![Polystyrene cup](image3)


Figure 2.1: Example of polymers: polystyrene.

### 2.1 Polymer Names

The complexity of scientific NER is primarily due to the fact that the same entities, for example biological [72] and chemical [75], can be described in different ways, with vocabularies often specialized to small communities. Such issues are especially evident in polymer science applications. In principle, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) guidelines define polymer naming conventions [58]. However, such guidelines are not always followed in practice [126]. Polymer names may be reported as source-based names (based on the monomer name), structure-based names (based on the repeat unit), common names (requiring domain-specific knowledge), trade names (based on the manufacturer), and names based on chemical groups within the polymer (requiring context to fully specify the chemistry). Often, polymers are encoded using acronyms.

These different naming conventions arise in part because a desire for clarity in communications is at odds with the often complicated monomeric structures found in many polymers [7]. For example, sequence-defined polymers, where multiple monomers are chemi-
ally bound in a well-defined sequence as in proteins, often defy normal naming practices, as it is not possible to list concisely every monomer and their respective positions [85]. Another class of polymers that often suffer from complicated names are conjugated polymers, which exhibit useful optical and electrical properties. Conjugated polymers are complex due to the co-polymerization of multiple monomers (donor/acceptor units), the type and position of side chains along the polymer backbone, and the coupling between monomer units to control regioregularity [57].

Other challenges arise from the use of labels, structure referents (e.g., “micelles,” “nanos- tructures”), and unusual author-coined acronyms. For example, one author defined the acronym DBGA for N,N-dibenzylglycidylamine and then used the string poly(DBGA) to represent poly(N,N-dibenzylglycidylamine). More naming variations result from typographical variants (e.g., alternative uses of hyphens, brackets, spacing) and alternative component orders in copolymers.

The issues just listed make identifying polymeric names a non-trivial exercise not only for computers but also for experts. As previously mentioned, we believe similar issues arise in many fields with specialized vocabularies as evidenced by NLP tools that rely at least partially on domain-specific grammar and ontologies [50, 84]. The challenges of entities being described by multiple referents (synonymy) and conversely, the same word referring to different concepts depending on context (polysemy) also exist in the biomedical field [4]. Scientific NER is also challenging due to the scarcity of entities in scientific articles. For example, it is not uncommon for scientist to write an article about one newly discovered drug or newly synthetized material; in such article there is a large imbalance between the target entity and other words or name entities in the text.

Our long-term goal is to build a hybrid human-computer system in which we leverage both human and machine capabilities for the efficient extraction from text of properties associated with specialized vocabularies.
2.2 Examples of Polymer Properties

Relations between polymers and their properties constitute an important fact that one may want to extract from unstructured text to build an easily searchable knowledge base for example. For example, we may be interested in all the melting point of a particular polymer. Beyond the previously discussed challenge of identifying the polymer name, extracting the relation adds a number of challenges. A naive approach may look for all sentences of the form *Entity X has a melting point of Y* and would yield some results. However, human language is inherently ambiguous and one cannot possibly come up with all phrases that would express this relationship. While this is true for standard relations extraction, it is especially challenging in science, considering for instance that melting point is sometimes abbreviated as *mp*, or *T_m*. A natural potential alternative to using string matching and/or rules would be to use machine learning models to extract properties as some previous work have done for relations between standard named entities. However, significant challenges remain: How do we obtain training data for these models? How do we deal with uncertain data due to nuances in phrasing, polysemy and synonymy? Moreover, sentences in esoteric scientific articles can be long and contain several property values comparing one to the others as in the following example about glass transition temperature: *The glass transition temperature* (*T_g*) of P3PT was determined from second DSC scan to be 37°C, which is to be compared to a higher *T_g* of 66.9° C reported for P3BT(11a) and a lower *T_g* of 12.1° C reported for P3HT.(20). On the other hand, the link between two entities may sometimes spread across multiple sentences. Consider the following examples: *As a point of reference, we studied the crystallization of isotactic polystyrene using FTIR, as characteristic sharp bands appear in the spectrum of this polymer upon forming ordered structures. This polymer crystallized extremely slowly at the *T_g* of (∼ 100° C).* Additionally, because these entities can be measured or determined through an important scientific process, researchers and engineers searching for this data are often interested in more metadata about the relation:
method of measuring, quantities and concentrations involved and other experimental details.

We introduce here two polymer properties that we have studied in our work, and opted to extract via hybrid human-machine approaches due to the challenges listed above: $\chi$ and $T_g$. These two properties pose rather different information extraction challenges: the first requires the extraction of a minimum of six metadata fields, including measurement method, while the second requires mainly a number and a unit. Thus, as we will see below, their effective extraction required different levels of human involvement.

2.2.1 Flory-Huggins Interaction Parameter or $\chi$

One of the most important properties in polymer science is the Flory-Huggins ($\chi$) parameter [46], which characterizes the miscibility of polymer blends and polymer solutions. Since polymeric materials are both ubiquitous and typically consist of several components, the $\chi$ parameter represents a key property in the design of next-generation materials. For example, directed self-assembly (DSA) is arguably the most promising strategy for high-volume cost-effective manufacturing at the nanoscale. The key concept of DSA is to take advantage of the self-assembling properties of materials such as $\chi$ to reach nanoscale dimensions and, at the same time, meet the constraints of manufacturing, without prohibitive high capital equipment costs of making nanoscale semiconductors. The $\chi$ parameter, which depends on the temperature and the types of polymer(s) or solvent(s) involved, is universally adopted to characterize the phase diagram of polymer blends. Consequently, many experimental methods have been developed to quantify the temperature dependence of $\chi$, and tabulated values are commonly found in standard textbooks and polymer data handbooks [41]. However, many of these values have not been updated to include recent findings. Moreover, the list of polymer blends found in textbooks is not exhaustive; for example, the previously mentioned handbook contains $\chi$ values for only 41 polymer-polymer blends.


2. A phase diagram is a type of chart used to show conditions (pressure, temperature, volume, etc.) at which thermodynamically distinct phases occur and coexist at equilibrium.
The information extraction problem is complicated by the fact that while thousands of experimentally determined values have been published for hundreds of $\chi$ parameters, there is little consensus regarding the “best” measurement method. Different measurement methods yield different values, and different groups have at times reported different values for the same polymers. Part of this variability is due to inherent deficiencies within Flory-Huggins theory, which states that $\chi$ is inversely proportional to temperature. However, experimental evidence confirms a more complicated dependence on temperature and blend composition ($\phi$) such that published $\chi$ values are often labeled as “effective” values in order to acknowledge these deficiencies.

A natural source of information for building such a database is the body of relevant information published in research articles. However, mining the literature for loosely structured scientific entities such as $\chi$ values, which are inevitably encoded in different forms (text, tables, figures and equations) in manuscripts (see Figure 2.2), is a challenging task [54]. A parameter such as $\chi$ is not typically captured as a common metadata element, as are, for example, title, authors, and publication date. Therefore, mining publications for $\chi$ requires extracting values from non-standardized text, tables, equations and figures—a challenging task that requires encoding, formatting, and other processing activities [69]. Indeed, identifying and storing the $\chi$ parameter only makes sense if the corresponding polymers, solvents, molecular masses, temperatures, methods, and errors are also captured. These reasons motivated the thesis that the population of such a database currently requires hybrid human-computer methods.

2.2.2 Glass Transition Temperature or $T_g$

In the design of new polymeric materials, the temperature relative to the $T_g$ can have a profound effect on the properties of the polymeric material. $T_g$ is defined as the temperature at which a polymer transitions from a solid, amorphous, glassy state to a rubbery state as the temperature is increased. Physically, when polymers are in the glassy state, the molecules


\[ \chi(T) = \frac{3.9 \pm 0.6}{T} + 0.028 \pm 0.002 \]

(a): \( \chi \) as found in text from [83].

(b): \( \chi \) as found in an equation from [70].

(c): Relevant figure from [70].

(d): \( \chi \) as found in table from [12].

Figure 2.2: Four examples of how the Flory-Huggins (\( \chi \)) parameter for the same pair of polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) PMMA may be found in the literature in various forms.

are trapped and cannot move past each other due to a lack of thermal energy, while when they are in the rubbery state, the molecules are mobile. As the properties for the two states are drastically different, the glass transition plays a key role in both choosing a polymer for a given application and in the processing of the polymeric material. For example, plexiglass (poly(methyl methacrylate)), used as a lightweight substitute for glass, has a high \( T_g \) of roughly 110\( ^\circ C \), while neoprene (polychloroprene), used for laptop sleeves, has a low \( T_g \) of roughly -50\( ^\circ C \) [19]. Exact, as opposed to rough, values of \( T_g \) require additional contextual information such as the molecular mass. We plan to capture such information in future work. However, as extracting contextual information is significantly more challenging than the already difficult task of extracting polymer–\( T_g \) pairs from literature, we focus on the polymer–\( T_g \) pairs first.

From this perspective, \( T_g \) is a better-suited candidate than \( \chi \) for automated extraction,
as we seek to extract a single polymer (vs. two for $\chi$) and a single matching number (vs. a minimum of 6 metadata fields). Rule-based methods are commonly used for simple information extraction tasks. Such methods are straightforward to understand and allow developers to trace and fix errors; they are suitable for well-defined problems (e.g., extracting spouses by identifying the subject and object in sentences containing the word married) in standard NER tasks. In our case, identifying the polymer name preceding and the number following such word combinations as "glass transition temperature" or "textit{glass transition temp.}" or "$T_g$". However, designing and maintaining rules require tedious effort to construct and modify, as many rules are typically required to extract the same information expressed in various forms. In contrast, statistical and machine learning techniques are trainable, adaptable, and require little manual labor; however, they are opaque. Researchers often combine the two methods to increase the completeness and accuracy of extracted information [28]. Still, challenges remain, including the lack of the annotated corpora need to train machine-learning models.

The lack of corpora is particularly common in fields such as bioinformatics [142] and our own, polymer science. Other challenges, not limited to specific scientific domains, include automatically deciphering subtleties in the English language, in general, and language particular to the domain itself. In polymer synthesis papers, for example, authors sometimes omit the name of the polymer, instead referencing or describing the underlying chemistry. In these cases, the polymer name is not readily apparent, and may require an expert polymer scientist to extract that information. For these reasons, we contend that a hybrid human-computer approach is still desirable in order to leverage and adapt existing state-of-the-art, off-the-shelf NLP software. While the extraction of $T_g$ described in this work relies on rules
and subsequent curation human and computer modules or tasks, we discuss a generalizable, machine learning approach for polymer name recognition in Chapter 6, which can then be used for general machine learned extraction of polymer properties.
CHAPTER 3
RELATED WORK

We review here current practice for building collections of scientific facts and populating scientific databases including automated information extraction methods, crowdsourcing, domain-specific toolkits and weakly supervised methods.

3.1 Scientific Databases

Major scientific databases have emerged in various fields where data is growing at exponential rates and the need for data sharing is recognized by the community, notably in biotechnology [13, 87]. In materials science, the Materials Project [63] provides access to large numbers of computed values. For polymers, the expert-curated Physical Properties of Polymers Handbook [41], last published in 2007, is a valuable source of data. However, while a valuable resource, it lacks recent results from the literature and does not contain an exhaustive list of polymers. Moreover, generating such resources often requires years of human effort in extracting, curating, annotating and validating data. As previously mentioned in Section 2, PolyInfo [102] is an example of large digital database of polymers. However, it is manually curated and also requires years of tedious and costly expert curation. Our three IE approaches attempt to quickly populate a database of scientific facts by combining manual and automated techniques, thereby accelerating scientific discovery, lowering the burden on curator and saving annotation costs.

3.2 Information extraction (IE)

Information extraction (IE) from text has been extensively studied [33]. IE aims to extract structured information from unstructured and semi-structured documents. It often focuses primarily on extracting information from written language via natural language processing [23]. Sub-disciplines include Web IE [10] and IE from PDF documents and images.
Web IE leverages the inherent structure in HTML rather than grammatical rules to extract semantically meaningful information. Web IE approaches work well when extracting information from many pages with the same structure (e.g., real estate listings), but do not work well for heterogeneous web pages or when page structure changes [94]. Extracting information from other data types, such as images and PDFs, is particularly difficult. In the case of images, variations in texture, contrast, font size, style and color, orientation, alignment, etc., all impact the extraction process. Similarly, PDF files, while easy to understand for humans, are not designed for machine accessibility. Thus, it is challenging to extract information from embedded items—such as tables and equations—due to the lack of structure in the document. For example, extraction of tables from PDF documents typically relies on identifying cell borders and attempting to map text locations relative to these borders. As tables differ significantly between documents, a considerable amount of human assistance is needed to achieve good results.

3.3 Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing, generally speaking, involves humans working together to solve a problem. Its basic motivation stems from the fact that humans perform certain tasks better than computers. Crowdsourcing is also useful when a task requires multiple opinions or perspectives to reach a consensus. One early application for crowdsourcing was image labeling and recognition. Nowadays many non-trivial problems can potentially benefit from crowdsourcing using platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk [22]. While the exact definition of crowdsourcing and nuances in its practices are still being studied [43, 39], over the past decades numerous crowdsourcing systems have emerged. Well-known examples include Wikipedia, where many users contribute to create and curate the online encyclopedia, and citizen science projects, where members of the public assist scientists in conducting research.

An instance of the latter class is Galaxy Zoo, a crowdsourced astronomy project that asks participants to classify galaxies appearing in images taken by professional astronomical
facilities via a web portal [82]. To date, more than 175,000 people have provided shape analyses of more than 1 million galaxy images sourced from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [138], generating around 60 million classifications that lead to more than 50 publications [123]. This success spurred the development of Zooniverse [123], a citizen science web portal that now hosts more than 25 similar projects. The project has also led to studies of crowd motivation, “gamised” behavior—where users generate play in a platform—and the “gamification” of science projects—where designers embed games into the platform [107, 53, 135].

Our first IE approach is inspired by previous work that suggest that interactive, intelligent approaches that combine the strengths of human interaction with the algorithmic power of AI can help solve problems that could not be solved by either computers or humans alone [59]. In this kind of system, focused on improving graphical user interfaces, human work is both used directly to complete automated services and as feedback for machine learning classifiers training to further facilitate that work in the future. We tailor this concept to the problem of scientific relations extraction, which requires higher levels of expertise and human involvement than in citizen science projects. Indeed, because of the challenges in fully automated IE systems (e.g., dependence on ontologies and/or large training datasets) but also for validation purposes, humans are often involved in the extraction of scientific facts as domain experts. There is also recent interest in using crowdsourcing or “human computation” to solve problems that computers cannot handle correctly or cost-efficiently.

Previous work has leveraged crowdsourcing to support extraction of data from tables within PDF documents [125] and also to ensure quality control (i.e., expert curation) [120] while extracting empirical observations from literature. Similarly, in the GeneWays system, experts remove controversial collected data during the automatic literature extraction [115]. CrowdDB [47] uses human input to answer queries that neither database systems nor search engines can adequately answer due to the nature of the queries (e.g., discovering new data not included in a database). In our work, we aim to identify such cases—where humans are better suited for a task—and use the complementary strengths of humans and computers
to populate a database of scientific facts. Wallace et al. [136] also pursue this goal, using a hybrid machine learning and crowdsourcing approach to identify published randomized controlled trials (RCTs) [136]. They use machine learning classifiers to recognize citations that are deemed highly unlikely to describe RCTs, deferring to crowdsourcing otherwise.

3.4 Domain-Specific IE

IE methods have been applied in various scientific domains. The medical community has long been interested in the automated extraction and aggregation of data from medical text. Medical Language Extraction and Encoding System (MedLEE) [48, 49], cTAKES [118], and medKAT [2] are NLP tools specialized for the medical domain. These tools are designed to extract clinical information from text documents and to translate entities and terms to controlled ontologies and vocabularies. Much research in this domain has focused on the complexity of clinical text, for example there are significant challenges identifying negation, family relationships, temporality, and uncertainty. The general-purpose nature of these tools also allows more sophisticated and specialized applications to be developed. For example, MedLEE has been adapted to build biomolecular and genotype-phenotype networks (GENIES [50] and BioMedLEE [26], respectively). These tools tend to be specialized and rely heavily on the development of ontologies, a tedious and time-consuming process. Similarly, several NLP tools have recently been developed to mine data from patents and scientific literature in chemistry and materials science [64, 54, 124].

3.4.1 CDE and CDE+

We specially introduce the ChemDataExtractor (CDE) [124], a state-of-the-art chemical NLP tool that combines a dictionary, expert-created rules, and machine learning algorithms to recognize chemical compounds and their properties. CDE was trained on the CHEMDNER corpus: a collection of 10,000 PubMed abstracts with 84,355 chemical entity mentions
labeled manually by expert chemistry literature curators, following annotation guidelines specifically defined for this task [75]. CDE primarily uses conditional random field (CRF) based recognizer for chemical names, in combination with a dictionary-based recognizer that provides improved performance for trivial and trade names, and a regular expression-based recognizer that excels for database identifiers and chemical formulas [124]. Whereas a discrete classifier predicts a label for a single sample without considering “neighboring” samples, a CRF is a sequence-level classifier which is better at capturing strong inter-dependencies of the output labels [61]. A CRF layer is often used as the output later of long short-term memory (LSTM) neural networks—another standard named entity recognition approach—to prevent “illegal” label combinations. For example, using the IOB (short for inside, outside, beginning of a named entity) tagging scheme, [beginning, outside] constitutes an “illegal” label combinations. CDE’s dictionary-based recognizer uses a word list compiled from the Jochem chemical dictionary [55], with an automatic domain-specific filtering process that excludes entries that lead to false positives. They eliminate redundancy between similar names CDE stores the dictionary as a directed acyclic word graph (DAWG). CDE defines grammar rules which carefully combine part-of-speech tagging, dictionary entries and regular expressions for named entity recognition, and uses a more fine-grained tokenizer and a series of rule-based parsing grammars, each tailored specifically for extracting a certain property type.

We modified CDE with manually defined polymer identification rules [127], creating what we term here CDE+. We compare our methods against both CDE and CDE+ in Section 6.3.3.

3.5 Statistical and Deep Learning Approaches

With the recent advances in machine learning and statistical inference approaches, scientific applications are turning their attention to deep learning tools such as DeepDive [36]. PaleoDeepDive [106], built upon DeepDive, automatically extracts paleontological data from
text, tables, and figures in scientific publications. GeoDeepDive [141] performs similar tasks in the geosciences. For good performance in such applications, IE software often relies on and extends large amounts of training data, which is often expensive to obtain. To circumvent the need for training data, DeepDive uses automatically labels data based on entities stored in large databases. PaleoDeepDive builds on PaleoDB [3] and GeoDeepDive builds on Macrostrat [1]. DeepDive labels any entity pair that appears in the database as \textit{True}. The user defines features (e.g., if a specific keyword appears between two entities, that pair a certain attribute is labeled \textit{True}, but if the entity pairs are too far apart, another attribute is marked \textit{False}), the system then uses statistical inference to determine the probability that each newly discovered pair of interest is \textit{True}. However, many fields, including materials science, do not yet have access to large and structured sets of annotated texts that deep learning systems can use to learn scientific facts and relationships. Our second IE approach is an intermediary, but essential, step towards accumulating such structured data.

### 3.6 Weakly Supervised Learning

Weakly supervised learning methods work with much less training data. They generally fall under three categories: bootstrapping, semi-supervised learning and active learning. In entity relations extraction, bootstrapping starts from a small set of seed relation instances and iteratively learns more relation instances and extraction patterns. The key difference between the semi-supervised learning and active learning is that the former relies on approximately labeled data (as opposed to correctly labeled data for supervised learning) and the latter starts off with unlabeled data. Semi-supervised learning attempts to label data automatically by using prior knowledge and a set of labeled data. For example, it assumes that if $x$ and $y$ are similar, they probably have the same label (first cluster the whole dataset, then label each cluster with labeled data [145]). Active learning assumes there is a source of knowledge, such as a human expert, that can be queried to label a selected batch of unlabeled data.
3.6.1 Bootstrapping

A representative work on bootstrapping for relations extractions is Snowball. Snowball [5] which improved the DIPRE system [20], used an intuitive idea to collect new entity relations using a set of seed entity pairs. In the DIPRE system, the intuitive assumption is that, given a few seed entity relations, the text between two known target entities in close proximity of each other describes and constitutes a pattern of the relation between the two. Since that is not the case in practice, the system uses a limited set of regular expressions to limit useful patterns, hence decreasing the number of false positives. A key improvement of Snowball is that its patterns include named-entity tags (PERSON, LOCATION, ORGANIZATION, etc.). Given a handful of seed tuples of ORGANIZATION and LOCATION, Snowball attempts to learn the relation HeadquarteredIn by assuming that each time the tuples appear in close proximity to each other, the text in between illustrates the desired relation. This text can then be used to discover new tuples, which can in turn be used as seeds for the next discovery round. Of course, organizations may be located but not headquartered in multiple cities; hence it is important to inspect the quality of extraction patterns to reduce noise in the generated output.

3.6.2 Semi-Supervised Learning

Distant supervision illustrates the concept of semi-supervised learning by mapping known entities and relations from a structured knowledge base onto unstructured text [106, 36]. With freely available structured knowledge base such as DBPedia [8] and Freebase [18], it is possible to leverage a large set of known entity pairs to generate training data. Data programming, as used in the Snorkel system, has users define labeling functions to provide labels for data subsets [110]. Errors due to differences in accuracy and conflicts between labeling functions are addressed by learning and modeling the accuracies of the labeling functions. Under certain conditions, data programming achieves results on par with those
of supervised learning methods. While writing concise scripts to define rules may seem to be a more reasonable task for annotators than exhaustively annotating text, it still requires expert guidance. *Snuba* [133] addresses this constraint of data programming by automatically generating heuristics using the labeled and unlabeled data it has access to. Both Snorkel and Snuba use the generative model to aggregate heuristic labels, and learn their accuracies in order to make final predictions. While Snorkel’s generative models are designed to model the noise in user-defined heuristics—which are much more accurate than automatically generated heuristics—Snuba introduces a statistical measure to automatically recognize when such generative model is not learning heuristic accuracies successfully and therefore abstain from labeling when if the heuristic has low confidence.

In data programming as in bootstrapping and distant supervision it is important to evaluate the quality of functions and extraction patterns to decrease noisy patterns. While Snorkel and Snuba demonstrate good results with entity relations and text classification, the systems assumes a set of heuristics (user programmed, or greedily mimicking the user manual process) to learn from. Such assumption is quite sensible for examples such as topic modeling (operations over bag of words) or entity relations (regular expression heuristics); however, in the case of scientific NER it remains more challenging. For example, in the case of polymer name recognition, besides pattern matching the string “poly” (which will not work for acronyms and non-standard names), there are no other intuitive user-based rules description of a polymer to leverage. In other words, we cannot easily replace human and expert labeling of our corpus.

### 3.6.3 Active Learning

Active learning [144] assumes that gold standard labels for unlabeled instances can be obtained by querying an oracle (domain expert or source of knowledge). The goal of active learning is to decrease labeling costs by requesting a limited number of labels from the oracle, that have been deemed most valuable by the learner. Uncertainty sampling approaches
define “valuable” data by measuring uncertainty in the predictions. For example, in the case of a single learner, querying predictions with maximum entropy in which the learner assigns all classes with equal probability \[80\] or predictions closest to the decision boundary in the case of support vector machine classifiers \[24\]. In the case of multiple learners, query-by-committee requests labels for unlabeled instances on which the learners disagree the most \[122\]. Uncertainty sampling and query-by-committee are representative approaches based on informativeness, where informativeness measure show well an unlabeled instance helps reduce the uncertainty. Another selection criterion addresses representativeness, which measures how well an instance helps represent the structure of input patterns; in this case selection is made by querying data from unlabeled clusters of data \[98, 34\].

Our third IE approach, focused on NER, combines semi-supervised and active learning \[98, 11\]. We use active learning to efficiently use expert time and obtain quality training data. We build a scientific entity classifier that can complements other approaches. For example, it could be used as a scientific entity tagger (i.e., recognizer) to be used with data programming to extract relations.
CHAPTER 4
CROWDSOURCING SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION EXTRAC TION

4.1 Introduction

Historically, for the reasons mentioned in Chapter 2, materials properties have been collected in human-curated review articles and handbooks. Therefore, we first explore crowdsourcing-based methods to extract a particularly challenging property—the Flory-Huggins or $\chi$ parameter. This parameter is represented in several different temperature-dependent forms and encoded in text, figures, equations, and tables. Further, the $\chi$ value alone provides little value without at least six metadata entries: a pair of two polymers or a polymer/solvent pair, the $\chi$ value, which can be 1 term or 2-3 equation terms along with a unit, and the measurement method used. The measurement method is particularly important as there is little consensus on the best method for measuring the $\chi$ value. Ideally, other information is also needed such as concentrations of compounds and error terms, increasing the number of input fields to be extracted to up to 30. Due to such complexity, our first approach—the semi-automated $\chi$DB system—relies on a relatively high level of human input from trained crowds to extract polymers and their properties. The $\chi$DB system consists of an automated Web information extraction phase followed by a crowdsourced curation phase. The output of this workflow is a high-quality human- and machine-accessible digital handbook of polymer properties.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the $\chi$DB architecture. Section 4.3.1 presents the data collected via crowdsourcing. Section 4.3.2 explores the application of machine learning algorithms to improve the automatic selection of $\chi$-relevant publications. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work in Section 4.4.
4.2 Design and Implementation

Mining the literature for a loosely structured property such as the $\chi$ parameter requires extracting values from a variety of objects, including text, figures, tables, and equations; processing the many different forms in which the property occurs, e.g., a single number at a given temperature or a linear equation as a function of temperature; and identifying associated information such as the polymers and solvents involved, their molecular masses, the temperature(s) at which experiments were performed, the methods used, and any error estimates. Thus, the techniques used to find, extract and store $\chi$ must be flexible.

Given these multiple levels of complexity, we have developed $\chi$DB—a hybrid machine-human system that leverages both automatic extraction and expert human review via crowdsourcing. The $\chi$DB workflow shown in Figure 4.1 comprises three main phases: automatic download and first-level extraction of publications; crowdsourced extraction and review (the “review process”) of $\chi$ values, and finally the exposure of a curated database of $\chi$ values (the “Digital Handbook of Properties”). In the rest of this section, we define the $\chi$DB data model and then describe the system architecture used to realize each of these workflow phases.

![Figure 4.1: $\chi$DB architecture](image-url)
4.2.1 Data Model

The $\chi$DB data model is designed to represent (1) the complex extraction and review workflow, (2) the various temperature-dependent formats in which $\chi$ occurs, and (3) the complete provenance of each extracted value. The $\chi$DB data model includes seven core tables: papers (extracted publications), items (extracted publication items), sources and reviewed_sources (reviewed information before and after consensus), chis and reviewed_chis ($\chi$ values before and after consensus), and reviewed_papers (classified papers). One challenge when defining the data model is the need to support different representations in which $\chi$ is specified. After reviewing the literature, we developed a data model that could include four main representations of $\chi$:

1. a number at a specific temperature;

2. a linear equation in terms of temperature: $\chi = A + \frac{B}{T}$;

3. a quadratic equation in terms of temperature: $\chi = A + \frac{B}{T} + \frac{C}{T^2}$;

4. a number that combines $\chi$ and $N$, where $N$ is proportional to the degree of polymerization or molecular weight: $\chi N$; and a final catch-all class,

5. other representations.

4.2.2 Extraction

$\chi$DB first discovers and downloads relevant publications—in this case publications that contain the keyword Flory-Huggins—from suitable journals. It then uses an HTML tag parser to extract structured publication metadata, including Digital Object Identifier (DOI), title, authors, and date of publication. This information is used to index the publication such that it can be linked to other stored information (e.g., referenced values in other papers). Finally, the publication is parsed into items (e.g., abstract, figures, tables, equations, text) that are
separately downloaded and can be reviewed individually. Links between publication items and their originating publication are maintained so that they can be displayed to reviewers in a coherent manner. The full text and the original URL are also stored such that reviewers and users can retrieve the original publication.

We implemented this phase in three components: a Python web crawler (to discover relevant publications), a downloader (to download a copy of the publication), and a WebIE extractor (to extract metadata and items from the publication). We initially focused on Macromolecules, a leading scientific journal on polymers. The crawler is configured to use the Macromolecules search capabilities to prioritize downloads. After discussion with experts, we chose the search term Flory-Huggins and specified a date range from January 2010. The crawler returns a ranked list of publications. The downloader uses these results to download each publication (as an HTML file) using the URL returned by the crawler. The downloader extracts relevant metadata from the structured web page (DOI, title, authors, etc.) Finally, a Python WebIE script parses the HTML to detect and extract items from the publication (e.g., abstract, images, equations, and tables). The abstract and the HTML tables are stored directly in the $\chi$DB database. Figures and equations are downloaded and referenced in the database.

4.2.3 Crowdsourced Review

To assemble a crowd for reviewing extractions we developed a materials science course that combined teaching the fundamentals of polymer chemistry and physics and reviewing the literature containing $\chi$ parameters. The reviewing component of the course tasked the students with extracting $\chi$ parameters using the $\chi$DB system. This involved reviewing the free-text publication, and entering any $\chi$ values that they identified.

We implemented this phase as a PHP-based web service and PHP/HTML website. Due to copyright restrictions, the reviewing components of $\chi$DB are accessible only within the University of Chicago network. The review interface includes two main pages: a list of all
publications with assigned reviewers and a review page for reviewing publications and items. We implemented a consensus-based review process using two reviewers per paper to reduce error. We rely on a second class of reviewers (experts) to resolve conflicting reviews.

An individual review consists of scanning extracted items for $\chi$ values. Once identified, reviewers are asked to extract $\chi$ values from all of these items, with the exception of figures as extractions from figures are likely to be inaccurate. The reviewer enters each extracted $\chi$ value in an online form. The item from which a value is extracted is marked as relevant. Note: items may be marked as relevant even if they do not contain any $\chi$ values. For example, a relevant figure may be a phase diagram or a micrograph of the material; a relevant table may contain supporting information. If a paper contains a single $\chi$ value or a single relevant item, it is also marked as relevant. Consequently, a paper that contains neither is classified as irrelevant. Figure 4.2 shows an example of the review form. To ensure that the resulting database is unambiguous, we define a set of minimum required information for submission of a $\chi$ value. Some $\chi$ values are embedded directly in the text (rather than in an extracted item); therefore, reviewers are able to retrieve the full text article via the link on the review page. If additional $\chi$ values are found in the full text, reviewers click the “Add Chi” button next to the abstract with the possibility to indicate in the form that the value was actually extracted from the main text. Second reviews of the same publications consist of a similar process; however second reviewers are able to view the previous reviewers’ input before submitting their own, giving them the opportunity to identify errors or conflicts between reviews. In the case of errors, the interface allows submission of either review; in the case of conflicts it allows the publication to be flagged for expert review.

Students reported an average of 15 minutes to review relevant publications and five minutes to review irrelevant publications. Submissions from second reviewers are automatically stored in our Digital Handbook of $\chi$ values.
4.2.4 Digital Handbook of $\chi$ Values

Once a $\chi$ value has passed through the review cycle, it is stored in the curated section of the database with associated provenance information that links the value back to the original publication, the item in which it was found, and the reviewers that extracted the value. To facilitate broad access to the database, $\chi$DB offers a web service API and HTML website. The website allows users to browse and search the database for specific $\chi$ values. The web service API provides programmatic access to $\chi$ values for use by custom applications, for example to retrieve $\chi$ values for a set of specific polymers that may then be used for calculations or visualizations. Both the website and web service are available at http://pppdb.uchicago.edu.

The website allows users to query for information related to a particular polymer. Once the user selects a particular polymer from the search interface, he or she is presented with a table of searchable $\chi$ values that relate to that polymer. Each row in the table includes the...
second compound (polymer or solvent) involved in the interaction, the measurement method used (where available), the temperature at which the parameter was measured (in various forms), and a link to the original publication. Rows can also be expanded to show additional metadata such as molecular masses and concentration. Figure 4.3 shows an example of $\chi$ values for poly(methyl acrylate) in the Digital Handbook.

The $\chi$DB REST API supports querying the Digital Handbook for $\chi$ values that relate to a specific polymer-polymer or polymer-solvent pair. The REST API has been used to create a Flory-Huggins phase diagram generator for specific polymer blends. This application determines the liquid-liquid curves for a binary blend of polymers, as well as a polymer solution.

4.3 Evaluation

Here, we first give a brief qualitative review of the data collected by our crowds before evaluating the prioritization of human paper reviews. By having an informed expectation of how the $\chi$ parameter is published in the literature and prioritizing reviews, we can then
4.3.1 Scientific Insight from Data Collection

During the class and over a two-month period immediately thereafter, students reviewed 376 publications from the period 2010–2015 in *Macromolecules*. We briefly explore here the results of extractions, looking specifically at the characteristics of the $\chi$ values, the range of compounds for which $\chi$ values were collected, and the methods used to derive $\chi$ values.

**$\chi$ Values:** Of the 376 publications reviewed, students deemed 259 (69 %) of the papers relevant, of which 145 (38.5 %) of the papers contained one or more $\chi$ values. Our dataset includes 388 $\chi$ values, including 237 (61 %) polymer-polymer $\chi$ values. Measured $\chi$ values account for approximately half (48.5 %) of all $\chi$ values extracted, the other half (51.6 %) are cited from other publications. Of these measured values, the dataset includes 84 (21.7 %) measured polymer-polymer $\chi$ values. In the most focused case of measured polymer-polymer pairs, we found that 70.9 % of $\chi$ values were embedded directly in publication text, and 9.7 % in the abstract. Combined, these values indicate that mining text for $\chi$ values would potentially capture about 80 % of $\chi$ values. The vast majority (89.0 %) of $\chi$ values that we identified were published as type 1 or 2 i.e., a number or a linear function of temperature.

**Compounds:** Polystyrene (PS) is the most studied polymer by a large margin, with 140 $\chi$ values collected. The second and third most frequent, Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and Polyisoprene (PI), have 59 and 22 $\chi$ values, respectively. The average number of $\chi$ values per polymer is 4.74. Not surprisingly, the most frequent polymer pair is PS–PMMA, with 36 $\chi$ values.

**Methods:** One final area of great interest to our experts was evaluating the method used to measure the $\chi$ values. Unfortunately, the method was not always present (or clear) in publications. Students were unable to identify the method for 62 (16.0 %) of the 388 $\chi$ values found and were unsure about 12 others (3.1 %), resulting in a total of 19.1 % $\chi$ values with no identified method. Originally, experts provided a list of seven methods that they
expected would be commonly used. Analysis of our dataset reveals that, for the target case of measured polymer-polymer values these methods are indeed the most commonly used, with only four of the 84 measured polymer-polymer values not using one of these seven methods.

4.3.2 Prioritizing Reviews

While our approach has established a rich database of $\chi$ values, there is potential for further improvements. For example, only 38.5% of our selected publications contained $\chi$ values; thus, about 62% of the papers curated by reviewers did not in fact contribute to the digital handbook. As a first step towards improving this ratio we have investigated the application of machine learning techniques to optimize the prioritization and classification of relevant publications.

To undertake this task, we used the Support Vector Classifier (SVC) from Scikit Learn [103], an open source machine learning Python library. SVC is an implementation of Support Vector Machines (SVMs), supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze data and recognize patterns. The models map data into a feature space to make predictions.

Three performance metrics are commonly used to evaluate the accuracy of classifiers: precision, recall, and F-measure. Precision and recall are expressed in terms of Positive and Negative predictions, i.e., in our case Contains $\chi$ and Does not contain $\chi$; True and False predictions correspond to correct and incorrect predictions. Precision measures the percentage of predictions that were correct while recall measures the percentage of items in the test dataset that were correctly predicted. Precision and recall are defined in Equations 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

$$ Precision = \frac{TruePositives}{TruePositives + FalsePositives} \quad (4.1) $$
Recall = \frac{TruePositives}{TruePositives + FalseNegatives} \quad (4.2)

The $F_X$-score is a measure of a test’s accuracy. The traditional F-measure or balanced F-score ($F_1$ score) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall; it can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall, with a best value of 1 and worst of 0. The general formula for positive real $\beta$ is defined in Equation 4.3.

$$F_\beta = (1 + \beta^2) \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\beta^2 \cdot \text{precision} + \text{recall}} \quad (4.3)$$

4.3.2.1 Test dataset

Our datasets include two sets of abstracts. The first set is composed of all abstracts of publications reviewed by the students, each of which has been classified by them as either relevant or irrelevant. These 376 publications were selected by the $\chi$DB crawler and are therefore biased by the Flory-Huggins keyword search. (However, as previously discussed, only 145 of these publications contained $\chi$ values.) To address this bias we downloaded an additional 135 publications from two arbitrarily chosen issues of Macromolecules (January 12, 2010 and January 26, 2010). Table 4.1 shows the sets of abstracts used in the classification of abstracts; we call the initial and biased set of abstracts “biased abstracts” and the larger set, which contains both the original 376 biased abstracts and the additional 135 unbiased abstracts, “All abstracts.” To classify the additional set of papers we visually inspected the abstracts and full text of each publication and reviewed them for $\chi$ values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Biased abstracts</th>
<th>Unbiased abstracts</th>
<th>All abstracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevant</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Description of abstracts used for classification of $\chi$-relevance.
4.3.2.2 Results

We applied Scikit Learn’s Support Vector Classifier to the set of abstracts, varying just the criteria used to identify abstracts as relevant or irrelevant. The features used by the classifier are generated using a word-weighting scheme commonly used in information retrieval [109]. The abstracts are first converted to a matrix of token counts and subsequently transformed into a normalized tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) representation. The two terms are multiplied in order to reduce the impact of terms that occur frequently in a given corpus and thus are less informative. We used three different definitions of relevancy: includes $\chi$ value; includes measured $\chi$ value; and includes measured polymer-polymer $\chi$ value.

Table 4.2 shows that the performance of the classifier for both sets of abstracts. Accuracy improves as relevancy becomes more specific. We also see a small ($\approx3-7\%$) improvement in accuracy when using all abstracts. When using all abstracts, the accuracy of classifying measured between two polymers (as opposed to between a polymer and a solvent) relevant papers is 86.9% precision and 90.9% recall.

There is a tradeoff between maximizing the number of relevant publications (and minimizing the number of irrelevant publications) retrieved. Deciding whether these scores are acceptable depends on the cost of errors (false negatives and false positives). Our observed precision score (of 86.9%) means that 13.1% irrelevant papers remain; a considerable improvement over the initial 61.5% of publications that did not contain $\chi$ values. The recall score of 90.9% means that we misclassify $\approx9\%$ of relevant papers. As ideally we would like to capture all such publications, further work should aim at improving this score. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate the potential of capturing a significant portion of targeted publications in the literature.

We observe that the top 25 features (words) used by our classifier in the most focused case of polymer-polymer pairs include a mixture of more or less $\chi$-related terms. For example,
Table 4.2: Classification of abstracts in χDB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevancy (contains)</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Biased abstracts</th>
<th>All abstracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>χ Values</td>
<td>Mean F1 score</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean precision score</td>
<td>60.5 %</td>
<td>65.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean recall score</td>
<td>64.5 %</td>
<td>71.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured χ values</td>
<td>Mean F1 score</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean precision score</td>
<td>75.9 %</td>
<td>80.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean recall score</td>
<td>82.2 %</td>
<td>86.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured polymer-polymer χ values</td>
<td>Mean F1 score</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean precision score</td>
<td>82.7 %</td>
<td>86.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean recall score</td>
<td>87.8 %</td>
<td>90.9 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

terms like “process,” “parameter,” and “form” could refer to various experimental settings. On the other hand, the word “domains” (as in microphase domains) is relevant to measuring χ and is also used for a wide variety of applications in which χ is important. χ is a measure of polymer-polymer “interaction” that is present in the list of features. Microphase “morphologies” are relevant to measuring χ via phase diagrams. This combination represents a challenge in further isolating publications that are specifically related to χ and may require incorporating some domain knowledge into the χDB workflow.

4.4 Conclusion

We have developed χDB, a hybrid human computer-system that extracts the Flory-Huggins (or χ) parameter from scientific literature in order to contribute to a digital handbook of polymer properties. Our work to date has extracted 388 χ values for 120 polymers and 30 solvents. Our 237 measured χ values for blends of 63 unique polymers exceed the 134 χ values for blends of 41 unique polymers found in the Physical Properties of Polymers Handbook [41]. One reason for our superior performance is that we were able to collect values reported after the 2007 publication of the Handbook (84 of our χ values are from 2010 to 2015); another is that our more exhaustive search leads us to find earlier values not reported in the Handbook. Our results emphasize the potential for using our approach to create and
maintain a digital database of $\chi$ parameters that is more comprehensive and up to date than any survey publication. The database is currently available at http://pppdb.uchicago.edu.

Using publications marked *relevant* and machine learning software, we were able to improve the publication selection process considerably, decreasing the number of reviewed publications that do not contribute to the $\chi$ database from 61.5 % to 13.1 %. These results may be improved by using alternative methods and by integrating polymer science insight gained through exploration of our data collection. For example, one could explore the utility of focusing on more frequently occurring methods as a publication filter prior to running the classifier. While this work is focused on $\chi$, the steps required to collect a new similar and previously unmined property are straightforward via crowdsourcing; first the crawler must be configured to use a different keyword; the schema for the target property will guide the design of a new input form and the corresponding database table.
CHAPTER 5
SUPPLEMENTING AUTOMATED SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION EXTRACTION WITH HUMAN & MACHINE TASKS

5.1 Introduction

We now tackle the extraction of the glass transition temperature. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, this is a slightly simpler property to extract as it consists mainly of a single temperature value for a polymer name. For this relation extraction task, we then explore increasing the level of automation and decreasing the level of trained and expert input. We propose a hybrid Information Extraction (IE) pipeline that first extracts candidate properties automatically and subsequently assigns various curation tasks to humans. The goal here is to maximize throughput and minimize the burden on human curators.

Our IE pipeline combines a general-purpose NLP toolkit to parse text and perform preliminary recognition; specialized domain-specific models to identify entities and relationships; a ranking system to prioritize crowdsourced tasks; and a crowdsourcing pipeline to review candidate relationships. We apply this system to extract the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of polymers, previously described in Section 2.2.2.

We used this IE pipeline to process 6,090 articles published over the last decade in *Macromolecules*. In the first pipeline step, an NLP-based extraction process identified 1,442 $T_g$ candidates in these articles—text fragments with characteristics suggestive of a $T_g$ value, but often with various irregularities. Subsequent automated and crowdsourcing curation steps then processed these candidates, in some cases confirming and/or completing a polymer–$T_g$ value and in others establishing that no such value is in fact present.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the design and implementation of our IE pipeline. Section 5.3 evaluates the accuracy of the various stages.
in our pipeline. We conclude in Section 5.4.

5.2 Design and Implementation

The desired output of our pipeline is a set of polymer–$T_g$ pairs, which can then be used to construct a machine-accessible database of values. Thus, the task can be seen as a two-part process consisting of recognizing polymer names and temperatures and establishing a relationship ($t$ is a $T_g$ of $p$) between pairs of entities. In order to reduce the burden on curators, we combine complementary human and machine strengths throughout our pipeline. We base our pipeline on a leading materials NLP toolkit, ChemDataExtractor [124], and develop automated and crowdsourcing modules to extract and curate polymer–$T_g$ pairs. We focus here on extracted text excerpts containing a single $T_g$ value. While multiple $T_g$ values may be reported for a single polymer (e.g., prepared with different processing methods), we focus on pairs of polymers mapped to a single $T_g$ for this work. In this section, we first describe the pipeline at a high level and then present the NLP toolkit, our various extraction and curation models, and methods used to prioritize human review.

5.2.1 Our Pipeline

Figure 5.1 illustrates our current pipeline with its six main stages. In stage 1, an extended version of a general-purpose materials NLP toolkit called ChemDataExtractor is used to extract a set of $T_g$ candidates from text; in stage 2, compound names identified by the NLP Module are processed to create a polymer dictionary. As we describe below, the candidates identified in stage 1 can be in various forms: compound–$T_g$ pairs; solitary $T_g$s, with no associated compound; and label–$T_g$ pairs, in which the $T_g$ is associated with a label rather than a compound. Each form requires further processing, which is performed in stage 3 via two automated curation modules and one crowdsourcing module. The results of those three modules are combined as the proposed polymer–$T_g$ pairs. Stage 4 engages crowds in
flagging erroneous results, stage 5 prioritizes final validation and curation of the proposed pairs, and stage 6 applies final expert review.

Designing a system to make use of crowds requires tailoring tasks to the expertise of the participants. While in $\chi$DB, the crowd need to read the paper, find the required value and fill in an HTML form, here the system presents the user with some extracted data and a specific task to perform on this data. For example, it is significantly easier for a nonexpert to mark an automatically extracted polymer–$T_g$ pair as correct or incorrect than to extract the pair from a paragraph of text. Thus, we focus our crowdsourcing modules on simple micro-curation tasks. We have developed crowdsourcing modules to address two curation tasks: resolving labels that refer to polymer names and flagging anomalous polymer names.

The output of our pipeline is a set of confirmed polymer–$T_g$ pairs, each associating a polymer name (with acronyms and/or synonyms) with a single $T_g$. These pairs are represented in a JSON format that can be easily processed and loaded into a database. Listing 5.1 shows an example record.
Listing 5.1: This polymer–$T_g$ record indicates that the polymer poly(butyl methacrylate), also known as PBMA, has a $T_g$ of 20°C.

5.2.2 Natural Language Processing Module

The first phase of our pipeline requires the identification and extraction of structured representations of information embedded within text. There has been a wealth of research into creating specialized systems for extracting materials [54, 64] and other domain-specific [115, 112, 142, 76] content from text. Thus, we choose to extend an existing NLP toolkit, ChemDataExtractor [124], to extract $T_g$ values from documents.

5.2.2.1 ChemDataExtractor

ChemDataExtractor is a best-of-breed system for materials extraction, as evidenced by its performance in the relevant chemical compound and drug name recognition (CHEMDNER) community challenge [75]. It implements an extensible end-to-end text-mining pipeline that can process common publication formats including Portable Document Format (PDF), HyperText Markup Language (HTML), and eXtensible Markup Language (XML); it also supports extraction from headings, paragraphs, and captions, and produces machine-readable structured output data that can be used for subsequent processing. ChemDataExtractor automatically extracts chemical named entities and their associated properties, measurements, and relationships from scientific documents. It uses a combination of machine learning
(linear-chain conditional random field) models, dictionary-based approaches, and regular expressions for entity recognition. It also detects and associates acronyms and synonyms with polymer names. Entity properties are extracted using a rule-based approach customized for specific properties. Extractors are provided for properties such as melting point and spectrum types, but not $T_g$.

5.2.2.2 Extending ChemDataExtractor for Glass Transition Temperatures

Our $T_g$ extraction module incorporates specialized knowledge about the forms in which $T_g$ values are expressed in scientific articles. Adapting the format of ChemDataExtractor’s melting point extractor, our module contains rules that detect a prefix for a temperature (e.g., “a glass transition temperature of”) and then detect and extract the associated temperature (e.g., “20 °C”). ChemDataExtractor then links these values with the associated compound(s). Of course, $T_g$s are expressed in many formats and therefore our rules must include variations of such statement structures. For instance, we include rules that match various quantifiers, such as “a glass transition temperature range of.” Similarly, our rules capture approximate values, where temperatures are preceded by terms such as ca. or around. Further, our rules support variations of glass transition temperature including $T_g$, glass transition temp. and more. In total, we defined two dozen rules to address different variations and representations of glass transition temperature. Our $T_g$ extractor has since been integrated into ChemDataExtractor.

The output of our extended ChemDataExtractor is a set of JSON records, each containing one or more $T_g$ values and, optionally, an associated chemical compound name plus any automatically-detected acronyms and synonyms.

5.2.3 Polymer Dictionary Module

The materials literature includes references to a wide range of compounds beyond just polymers. The original ChemDataExtractor does not distinguish polymers from non-polymers
and thus, we face the challenge of correctly identifying which chemical name entities in a paper correspond to polymers. Unfortunately, no complete dictionary for polymer names exists and the standardized International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) naming conventions [67] often result in lengthy and, hence, rarely used names. Thus polymers are expressed using a combination of common names, IUPAC names, and trade names. The polymer identification problem is further complicated by the fact that values are often reported for copolymers, in which two or more monomers are used during synthesis.

The Polymer Dictionary Module implements heuristics for identifying those compound names extracted by stage 1 that likely correspond to polymers, and collects the resulting names in a polymer dictionary. These heuristics include rules related to text-based names (e.g., prefixes of “P” and “poly”) as well as rules prescribed by the IUPAC guide [58] for forming polymer names. The latter is valuable for identifying copolymers. For example, names containing the substring “-alt-” indicate copolymers comprising two species of monomeric units in alternating sequence.

This module also handles synonyms and acronyms, a common occurrence in polymer science. For example, we may find the polymer Polystyrene represented in the same or different articles by the synonym poly(styrene) or the acronym PS. ChemDataExtractor includes mechanisms for identifying and grouping synonyms and acronyms. We record these groups in our polymer dictionary. We also include both singular and plural representations, for example polystyrene and polystyrenes. To avoid confusion with acronyms, we only consider plurals for names longer than four characters. Thus, for example, PSS, the acronym for poly(styrene sulfonate), is not identified as the plural form of PS. We exclude copolymers from our dictionary as these are easily recognizable via our implemented IUPAC polymer heuristics.

To bootstrap the polymer dictionary, we ran our polymer identification heuristics over all 6,090 full-text HTML publications from Macromolecules and thereby populated the dictionary with 12,814 polymer names and acronyms in 9,178 different detected groups.
Figure 5.2: The NLP Module yields a solitary $T_g$ record in this example text [90], as the corresponding compound is mentioned in the previous sentence. The Polymer Proximity Search Module disambiguates the reference and proposes *isotactic polystyrene* as a (correct) candidate match for the $T_g$.

5.2.4 Polymer Identification Module

For cases where compound-$T_g$ pairs were identified using the NLP Module, the Polymer Identification Module determines which of those compounds are polymers and which are not.

To do so, the module simply labels any compound present in the polymer dictionary produced by the Polymer Dictionary Module as a polymer and all other entries as non-polymers.

5.2.5 Polymer Proximity Search Module

One significant type of error for text extraction are $T_g$ values that are not associated with a polymer name. To correct these errors, we have developed a proximity-based approach for determining whether the polymer name is mentioned nearby where the temperature was found (for example, in the previous sentence or paragraph). For each sentence in the document, we determine whether it contains a $T_g$ value, and if so, return the closest polymer name (using the polymer dictionary) within the sentence, if any such name is to be found. If no polymer is found, we extend the search to the preceding sentence, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.

This process increases the number of polymer–$T_g$ pairs discovered; however, it may decrease the accuracy of the extracted pairs. We discuss validation in Section 5.2.7.
5.2.6 Resolve Label Crowdsource Module

This first crowdsourcing module addresses errors where the text extraction matched $T_g$ values to labels (e.g., Polymer A) rather than the actual polymer name. These labels frequently occur in the polymer literature to avoid repetition of complex polymer names, such as the following.

\[ \text{poly}(1,2:3,4-\text{di-O-isopropylidene}-6-0-(2'-\text{formyl}-4'-\text{vinylphenyl})-d-\text{galactopyranose}) \]

We created an interface that presents labels and the paper in which each appears, and asks humans, to enter the polymer name for each label. As this task requires little knowledge of polymer science, we use an untrained crowd to resolve references. We provide these people with just a simple training guide (less than one page) to describe the task.

In an attempt to quantify accuracy, we allow crowd members to specify their confidence (1–5) along with their input. Our goal is to use this confidence score to prioritize results for future review.

5.2.7 Flag Bad Data Crowdsource Module

The second crowdsourcing module presents users with a list of polymer–$T_g$ pairs and asks them to flag whether the polymer names are incomplete or incorrect.

The polymer names identified by the text extraction tool are sometimes not specific enough to identify the polymer being studied. As one example, the term “hydroxyl copoly-imides” describes a family of polymers rather than a specific polymer, and therefore cannot be attributed a single $T_g$ value. Given the complexity of the task we use an expert crowd of polymer scientists.

Our flagging interface does not delete any data from our set, but rather records user “votes.” We then use this information to prioritize further review.
5.2.8 Prioritize Review Module

Every stage of the pipeline uses a variety of methods to extract values with varying confidence. Thus, each proposed polymer–$T_g$ pair has an associated probability of accuracy. For example, a pair extracted from a single sentence using our NLP rules and subsequently reviewed by an expert is likely to be accurate. In contrast, a pair in which the polymer name is a synonym, was found in the sentence preceding that containing the $T_g$ value, and was not reviewed by a human, is less likely to be accurate. To formalize this concept, we explore methods for estimating confidence in a particular value and use this metric to prioritize (crowdsourced) curation tasks.

Our initial approach for the prioritization method relies on characteristics of polymer names and their associated $T_g$ values. Hypothesizing that polymer names that appear more frequently in the database have a higher likelihood of being correct than infrequently used names, we assign a confidence to each polymer name based on its frequency of occurrence. Further hypothesizing that outlier or extreme temperatures are more likely to indicate errors, we determine the minimum, mean, and maximum of all $T_g$ values in our current database and use those values to identify outliers, to which we assign lower confidence values. These two scoring methods can be combined. For example, if two records appear equally infrequently, we prioritize for review the one with temperature farthest from the mean. Entries with confidence scores under a fixed threshold will then be funneled to Stage 6 of the pipeline for expert review as shown in Figure 5.1.

5.3 Evaluation

We quantitatively evaluated our pipeline by comparing results against a gold standard, human-reviewed dataset. In this section, we describe our input dataset and then evaluate each module in our pipeline.
5.3.1 Dataset

Our input dataset comprised of 6090 publications in full-text HTML format. To obtain these publications, we automatically searched the journal *Macromolecules* using the keyword “$T_g$” over the ten-year period 2006–2016. We downloaded the full-text publications matching this query and sampled additional *Macromolecules* issues from the last decade to increase and diversify our corpus. This is the same dataset that we used to build our polymer dictionary, as described previously.

5.3.2 Natural Language Processing Module

Execution of the $T_g$–extended ChemDataExtractor NLP module described in Section 5.2.2 identified 364561 records, of which 1330 were candidate $T_g$ values from 927 distinct publications: 846 compound–$T_g$ pairs, 456 solitary $T_g$s, and 28 label–$T_g$ pairs. (Another 112 linked more than one compound and/or $T_g$ value, a case that we leave for future work.) We stored these records in a database for convenient access to their features, which include the name of the associated compound, when present, and any synonyms for that compound.

5.3.3 Assembling a Gold Standard Dataset

We manually selected a subset of 50 papers for which the NLP module had identified one compound–$T_g$ pair for which the compound contained the string “poly.” We then had two polymer scientists each read 25 of these publications to identify all polymer–$T_g$ pairs that they contain. The result is a gold standard dataset containing a total of 62 polymer–$T_g$ pairs. We used this dataset for various evaluation steps.

To gain some initial experience with the use of this dataset, we also asked our experts to evaluate the accuracy of the 50 compound–$T_g$ pairs identified in these papers by the NLP module. In evaluating precision, we assigned points to each extracted entry as follows: 1 point for fully correct entries, i.e., entries that were completely unambiguous and correct;
0.5 points to partially correct entries, in which information was missing (e.g., the module extracted polyurethanes, a correct but idiosyncratic name, which an expert clarified by adding polyurethanes with various side chains); and 0 points to other incorrect cases, such as those with an incomplete polymer name (e.g., the module extracted hydroxyl copolyimides instead of APAF-ODA hydroxyl copolyimides: the former describes a vast family of polymers and cannot be clarified without additional information).

The NLP module extracted 17 fully correct and 4 partially correct polymer–T$_g$ pairs from the 50 articles, for a precision of 38%. As our experts identified 62 T$_g$ values in the 50 articles, the recall was 31%. While the expert reviews, being aimed at assembling a gold standard, were particularly rigorous, these low values emphasize the difficulty of our task and the need for a hybrid solution. In most cases, errors were related to identification of the polymer name rather than the T$_g$ value. In fact, for the subproblem of locating T$_g$ values, our T$_g$ extraction rule achieved 88% precision (44 out of 50 cases) and 71% recall (18 T$_g$ values missed out of 62 total). These results motivate our subsequent focus on correctly extracting the polymer names and more broadly on scientific named entity recognition (see Chapter 6).

**Precision:** We attribute our low precision to three main reasons. A first is that the compound name was incorrectly or partially identified ≈50% of the time. The low performance in polymer name recognition may be explained by the fact that the entity recognition component of ChemDataExtractor was trained on biomedical newspaper and biomedical training corpora, supplemented with unsupervised word cluster features derived from chemistry articles. The use of biomedical training data is due to the lack of appropriate annotated corpora for training machine learning models for polymer name recognition, a general problem in materials informatics. Moreover, our experts noted that some polymer names were difficult even for humans to extract, as they were not named but rather described in terms of their components: e.g., “A cross-linked polymer with DABB linkages was prepared by polyaddition of poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) (Mn = 2700), hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI), dihydric
DABBF, and triethanolamine (TEA) as a cross-linker in the presence of di-n-butyltin dilaurate (DBTDL, catalyst) in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) in a manner similar to that previously reported (Figure 1) [62].

A second difficulty, which arose in 8% of the cases, was that one of our \( T_g \) extraction rules was loosely defined as simply “transition,” to avoid tokenizing issues around the term “glass-transition.” We expected that in the context of polymer science the most common transition temperature would be \( T_g \). However, while this rule sometimes functioned as expected, it also matched sentences with “gel transition” and “phase transition” temperatures. We could redefine the loose transition rule, but while this would increase precision, it would also decrease recall. Initially, we view high recall as preferable to high precision in our “big-data” approach, as we expect later pipeline stages to improve the precision.

A third difficulty, arising in 4% of the cases, was that complex sentence structure led to incorrect \( T_g \) values being extracted. For example, in sentences describing increases or decreases in temperature relative to a previously mentioned value, the software identified the difference as \( T_g \); e.g., “Comparing DSC results for dried composites (Figure 3b), a drop in \( T_g \) of 17\(^\circ\)C was observed for the clay composite, whereas the corresponding drop in \( T_g \) of the aerogel composite was only 3\(^\circ\)C” [9]. One way to improve precision in such cases would be to analyze sentence complexity, as indicated by features such as number of words and the use of comparison terms such as “lower/greater” and “decrease/increase,” and then defer to trained crowds for sentences above a certain threshold.

**Recall:** We view improving recall as an iterative process as we continue to find additional ways that \( T_g \) is expressed in the literature. During the evaluation of the NLP module, we inspected the results and added new rules to our \( T_g \) extractor to increase recall. For example, sometimes authors referred to the “\( T_g \) value of”; the extra “value” term was not included in the original parser. Another slightly more complex example consists of capturing a temperature expressed in the form “\( T_g \) of \(<\text{polymer name}>\) is/was ...”. This rule depends on correctly identifying the polymer name in the sentence, as some polymer names,
which sometimes include dashes, spaces, and colons, will not always correspond to the regular expression class of words.

5.3.4 Polymer Identification Module

To test the polymer name classifier described in Section 5.2.4, we selected 100 papers: the 50 used in Section 5.3.2 plus 50 additional papers with compound–$T_g$ records for which the compound names did not include “poly.”

Using our full polymer name dictionary (prefixes and IUPAC guidelines as well as simple “poly” keyword search), we classified the compounds from the 100 papers. We achieved 91.8% precision and 93.2% recall. Here, we are not recognizing polymer names in entire documents, but simply searching for polymer acronyms stored in our dictionary of polymers, amongst the compound names from extracted compound–$T_g$ pairs. These results confirms the value of linking and aggregating polymer names, synonyms and acronyms across papers into a dictionary. In other words, we correctly classified 91.8% of the compounds as polymers and misclassified 6.8% of the extracted compounds. An example of a false positive is identifying a class of polymers (e.g., polyimides) rather than an individual polymer. This evaluation does not reflect expert review, but rather indicates that the modules extract names that have previously been linked to a rule-based recognition of polymer names and stored in our dictionary.

An example of a false negative is the copolymer $UPy-OPG-MAA$: as none of its three components existed in the polymer name dictionary, our heuristics could not identify it as a copolymer. The addition of polymer heuristics improved the performance of our polymer classification by correctly discovering additional polymers (16% of the compounds initially classified as “non-polymers”), which were not detected by a simple string search of the names, hence potentially increasing the number of polymer–$T_g$ pairs in the final output. They are particularly useful for detecting copolymers using IUPAC conventions (e.g., $PPDL$-block-$PLLA$) formed of previously seen polymer components (e.g., $PPDL$ or $PLLA$).
5.3.5 Polymer Proximity Search Module

Recall from Section 5.2.5 that this module seeks to address the problem of $T_g$ values that were extracted without a polymer name. To test this module, we first identified 115 records containing solitary $T_g$ values. The module returned a polymer for 74 out of these 115 records (64.3%). We executed the proximity search heuristic to consider the same and previous sentences and compared the identified polymer names to those identified by an expert. Our proximity search suggested correct polymer matches for 31 of the 63 records (49.2%) in which the matching polymer was located within the same sentence. Its search of the preceding sentence identified correct polymer matches in 6 of the 11 records (54.5%) in which the matching polymer was in that sentence. Together, searching both the $T_g$ and preceding sentence led to the recovery of 37 polymers: 50.0% of the original 74 solitary $T_g$ mentions or 32.1% of the test dataset, which includes false negatives. See Table 5.1 for a summary of the results.

Table 5.1: Polymer proximity search module evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>True Positives</th>
<th>False Positives</th>
<th>Gold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same sentence</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous sentence</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No candidate returned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We note that success here requires correct identification of both the polymer and the temperature to be linked. Some compounds were only partially identified and the complete polymer–$T_g$ pairs were not correctly recovered. Since the proximity search module uses the polymer database, improving polymer name recognition and the $T_g$ parser will in turn increase proximity search performance. In some cases, proximity search introduced false positives for a different reason, as the compound closest to the temperature was used for comparison and was not associated with the extracted $T_g$ for instance. Nevertheless, confirming or rejecting matches from this module is a less difficult task than extracting the
polymer–$T_g$ pairs.

5.3.6 Crowdsourcing Modules

Recall from Sections 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 that we have deployed two crowdsourcing modules: one to recover polymer names from author-defined labels and one to flag polymer–$T_g$ pairs deemed to require further review.

In the first case, we presented three (non-expert) reviewers with polymer name labels and asked them to extract the polymer name from the full text. We also asked them to state their confidence (1-5). We identified 28 records for review (based on regular expression matching of the form “Polymer /[a-zA-Z0-9]/”). The three reviewers correctly identified 82.1%, 78.6%, and 35.7% of those 28 records and reported an average of two hours of work.

A simple consensus method across our three reviewers (selecting the answer from two or more reviewers in agreement) obtained 78.6% accuracy when resolving these labels.

Only in two cases did no reviewer identify the correct label, seemingly indicating that this task was at an appropriate level of difficulty for our crowd.

These results show that the use of untrained crowds can reduce the need for expert validation substantially. Table 5.2 summarizes reviewer performance and confidence scores. It shows the number of correct answers from reviewers with their reported confidence scores. Reviewer 2 correctly identified 21/21 labels with high confidence, 2/3 with medium confidence and 0/4 with low confidence.

Table 5.2: Crowdsourcing for resolving polymer labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Confidence (correct/total)</th>
<th>Time spent (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High (1-2)</td>
<td>Med (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer 1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23/28</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer 2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21/21</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer 3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second crowdsourcing task, we presented an expert polymer scientist with 302
compound–$T_g$ pairs extracted by the NLP module for which the compound matched the string “poly.” The reviewer took about 30 minutes to identify 43 (14%) of these values as incomplete or incorrect, leaving the 259 confirmed polymer–$T_g$ pairs. Erroneous values included names that describe a class of polymers as opposed to a specific polymer (e.g., polyolefin) and unrecognized labels (e.g., copolymer 10), and additional descriptors (e.g., macroporous poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) gel). Overall, these results suggest that our extractor performs as expected in the majority of cases.

5.3.7 Prioritizing Review

We applied our scoring model (using polymer name frequency and $T_g$ value distance from the median) to 302 compound–$T_g$ pairs for which the compound name matched the string “poly.” We compared the pairs prioritized by the scoring model against those flagged by experts in the previous crowdsourcing step. After ordering these pairs by confidence, we observed that 10 of the first 50 entries had been flagged as erroneous by our reviewers (see Figure 5.3), which is 40% more than would be expected if entries were randomly selected ($\approx 7$ errors). While not an extraordinary decrease in the number of reviews, it was achieved by a basic ranking scheme; we expect more sophisticated approaches to further reduce the human effort required to improve the quality of our database.

5.3.8 Summary of Results

Table 5.3 aggregates the results of our evaluation across the four types of $T_g$ candidates that we have examined. The Initial column gives the number of each type extracted from our 6090 articles, with poly–$T_g$ here denoting compound–$T_g$ pairs for which the compound name contains the string “poly” and non poly–$T_g$ or remaining compound–$T_g$ pairs.

The Yield column indicates the number of $T_g$ candidates of each type that are estimated to be correct, based on review. (For polymer–$T_g$ and label–$T_g$, this is a full review; for compound–$T_g$ and solitary $T_g$, the numbers are estimates based on expert review of a subset.)
Figure 5.3: Results of prioritizing crowdsourcing. The blue, solid line shows the number of errors found as a function of the number of expert reviews if the entries are evaluated following our prioritization scheme. The black, dotted line shows the number of errors found if entries are evaluated in a random order.

The **Pairs** column gives the number of polymer–$T_g$ pairs that we expect from each method.

Thus, we expect the final number of pairs extracted from our initial set of 6090 articles to increase significantly—perhaps by 145% to approximately 500—once we complete expert review.

**Table 5.3:** Summary of module performance and expected number of polymer–$T_g$ output from initial data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Type</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>poly–$T_g$</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>Flag Bad Data</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonpoly–$T_g$</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>Polymer Identification</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solitary $T_g$</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>Proximity Search</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label–$T_g$</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Resolve Labels</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Totals** | **1330** | **514**
5.4 Conclusion

Despite significant progress in natural language processing and machine learning approaches to information extraction, there remains a gap between the current data extraction needs in fields such as materials science and the capabilities of state-of-the-art tools. We have described a hybrid human-machine IE pipeline built on top of an available domain-specific NLP software and subsequently tailored for a new property using a set of automated and human modules or tasks. Therefore, the IE $T_g$ pipeline relies less on human and expert input than the $\chi$DB system, in that crowds of untrained users and experts are presented with some data to modify through a specific subtask of the extraction pipeline. We have used it so far used to extract 259 glass transition temperature ($T_g$) values for polymers from 6090 scientific articles, with an expectation of many more as we improve our methods and process more articles.

Our pipeline uses domain-specific automated and crowdsourcing extraction and curation modules to extract high-quality and accurate polymer–$T_g$ pairs. The polymer classifier module achieved 91.8\% precision and 93.2\% recall. The polymer proximity search module correctly identified missing polymers for 50.0\% of those $T_g$ values without polymers. We crowdsourced the recovery of unrecognized polymer names for an additional 22 polymer–$T_g$ pairs and demonstrated that using untrained crowds for simple, well-defined domain-specific tasks can decrease the need for expert validation by about three fourth (78.6\% labels resolved by non-experts using consensus method). We have started the validation of automatically extracted data and presented a simple scoring scheme to prioritize the process. Our initial results show that even a simple method for assessing the quality of extracted data can effectively increase the impact of human curation.

While the size of our $T_g$ database is not yet best-in-class, the hybrid pipeline presented in this work offers a sustainable and accelerated route to producing new materials property datasets. With only a few hours of effort from expert and non-expert curators, we were able
to screen over 6000 articles and produce a refined dataset of 259 polymer–$T_g$ pairs from just 927 articles. Thus, our results demonstrate the considerable potential of combining automated and crowdsourcing modules to extract scientific facts from literature in an efficient and cost-effective manner. Our verified polymer–$T_g$ pairs are available at both http://pppdb.uchicago.edu and https://materialsdatafacility.org. Expert scrutiny of these extracted data showed that accurate automated recognition of the polymer name remains a significant challenge in the extraction of the polymer properties, leading us to focus on expert-assisted, machine-learned scientific NER in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 6
GENERALIZABLE HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP MACHINE
LEARNED SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION EXTRACTION

6.1 Introduction

In \( \chi \)DB, we crowdsourced the extraction of the Flory-Huggins parameter; in the \( T_g \) pipeline we augmented automated NER with human expertise to extract the glass transition temperature. After expert review of \( \chi \) values extracted via the \( \chi \)DB approach, the number of correct values extracted decreased from 388 to 263 experiment. While this number is still greater than that found in the Physical Properties of Polymer Handbook [41], it represents a decrease of \( \sim 32\% \) mainly due to duplicates attributed to incorrect typographical errors, linking of names, synonyms and acronyms. In the \( T_g \) pipeline, 50\% of the errors in the NLP toolkit output of polymer—\( T_g \) pairs was attributed to incorrectly identifying the polymer name. Having identified, polymer name recognition as a significant challenge (and prerequisite) in the extraction of polymer properties and as we aim to reduce human involvement, we now explore automated scientific entity recognition. Scientific NER remains challenging due to non-standard encoding, the use of multiple entity referents and other reasons discussed in Section 2.1. As previously mentioned, such challenges are not unique to polymer science and machine learning approaches for NER have been developed in medicine and biology [30, 78] and some in chemistry [64, 113, 79, 124]. These approaches rely on large, carefully annotated corpora of training data, a luxury not yet available in domains like polymer science. Hence, we present polyNER, a hybrid computer-human system for semi-automatically identifying scientific entity referents in text. PolyNER operates in three phases, first applying a fully automated analysis to produce an entity-rich set of candidates for labeling; then engaging experts to approve or reject a modest number of proposed candidates; and finally using the resulting labeled candidates to train a classifier. In both the first and third phases, it uses word embedding models to capture shared contexts in which referents occur. We experiment
Figure 6.1: PolyNER architecture: showing (1) Candidate Generation, which produces candidate named entities from word vectors, (2) Expert Labeling, and (3) Classifier Training, which uses labeled candidates to train supervised ML models for identifying referents.

with active learning to reach NER performance on par with state-of-the-art tools with minimal input from experts [128]. PolyNER thus seeks to substitute the labor-intensive processes of either assembling a large manually labeled corpus or defining complex domain-specific rules with a mix of sophisticated automated analysis and focused expert input.

The rest of this paper is as follows. We describe design and implementation in Section 6.2 and discuss first evaluation of polyNER in Section 6.3. Sections 6.2.3 and 6.3.3 describe implementation and results for acquiring more labels via active learning to improve performance. We summarize polyNER in Section 6.4.

### 6.2 Design and Implementation

As noted in the introduction, previous approaches to scientific NER have relied on large expert-labeled corpora to train NER tools. Our goal in polyNER is to slash the cost of NER training for new domains by using bootstrap methods to optimize the effectiveness and impact of minimal expert labeling. As shown in Figure 6.1, rather than having experts review entire papers to identify entity referents, we use NLP tools to identify a set of promising candidate entity referents (Candidate Generation), then in an Expert Labeling step employ experts to accept or reject those candidates, and finally in a Classifier Training step use the accepted candidates to train an entity classifier.

Before turning to the details of the polyNER implementation, we define an NLP filtering process that is used in various places in polyNER to filter out words that are unlikely to be
polymer referents. 1) We remove numbers. 2) Hypothesizing that names of scientific entities will not, in general, be English vocabulary words, we remove words found in the SpaCy and NLTK dictionaries of commonly used English words [29, 14]. (We manually remove common polymer names, such as polystyrene and polyethylene, from the dictionaries.) 3) We use SpaCy’s part-of-speech tagging functionality to remove non-nouns. 4) We remove unwanted characters (e.g. ‘,’ ‘.’ ‘,’ ‘:’ ‘-’) from the beginning and the end of each candidate, allowing us to recognize, for example, *polyethylene*; (which fails the exact string comparison test against “polyethylene”). 5) We remove plurals (e.g., polyamides, polynorbornenes), as they can represent polymer family names.

6.2.1 Candidate Generation

This first phase uses word vector representations, vector similarity measures, and minimal domain knowledge to identify a set of high-likelihood (“candidate”) entity referents (names, acronyms, synonyms, etc.) in a supplied corpus of full-text documents (in the work presented here, scientific publications).

We first apply the NLP filtering process to reduce false positives. We next face the problem of determining whether a particular string is a polymer referent. String matching only gets us so far: for example, “polyethylene” names a polymer, but “polydispersity” does not. We need also to consider the context in which the string occurs. For example, the polymer name “polystyrene” in a sentence “The melting point of polystyrene is ...” suggests that $X$ may also be a polymer in the sentence “The melting point of $X$ is ...”.

NLP researchers have developed a variety of word embedding methods for capturing this notion of context. A word embedding method maps each word in a sentence or document to a vector in an n-dimensional real vector space based on the linguistic context in which the word appears. (This mapping may be based, for example, on co-occurrence frequencies of words.) We can then determine the similarity between two words by computing the distance between their corresponding vectors in the feature space. Such vector representations can
be created in many different ways [114, 116]. Recently, the efficient neural network-based Word2Vec has become popular [92, 93].

We consider two measures of context-similarity between word vector representations in this step. CG1 uses the Gensim implementation of the Word2Vec algorithm [111] to generate 100-dimension vectors. CG2 employs an alternative FastText word embedding method that considers sub-word information as well as context [16, 68], allowing it to consider word morphology differences, such as prefixes and suffixes. Sub-word information is especially useful for words for which context information is lacking, as words can still be compared to morphologically-similar existing words. We set the length of the sub-word used for comparison—FastText’s $n_{\text{gram}}$ parameter—to five characters, based on our intuition that many polymers begin with the prefixes “poly” or “poly(.” FastText produces 120-dimension vectors. Both CG1 and CG2 employ the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) word embedding, in which a vector representation is generated for each word from an adjustable window of surrounding context words, in any order.

We compute a CG1 (Gensim) vector and a CG2 (FastText) vector for each NLP-filtered word in the input corpus, and also for a small set of representative polymer referents. Here we use polystyrene and its common acronym, PS, based on the assumption that polystyrene, as the most commonly mentioned polymer, provides a large number of example sentences in which polymers are mentioned. We can then determine, for each NLP-filtered word, the extent to which it occurs in a similar context to the representative polymers, by computing the similarities between the word’s CG1 and CG2 vectors and those for polystyrene and PS. We discard the lower score for each of CG1 and CG2 to obtain two scores per word.

Having thus obtained scores, we then select as candidates, for each of CG1 and CG2, the $N$ highest-scored words, with $N$ selected based on the time available for experts.

We also use a rule-based synonym finder to identify synonyms of generated polymer candidates [119]. For example, if polypropylene has been identified as a candidate, then the expression “polypropylene (PP)” leads to PP being added to the candidate list.
6.2.2 Expert Labeling

The previous step produces a set of candidate polymer referents: NLP-filtered strings that have been determined to occur in similar contexts to our representatives. We next employ an expert polymer scientist to indicate, for each such candidate, whether or not it is in fact a polymer referent. The expert simply approves or rejects each candidate via a simple web interface: a task that is more efficient than reading and annotating words in text. The interface (see Figure 6.2) provides the expert with example sentences as context for ambiguous candidates, and allows the expert to access the publication(s) in which a particular candidate appears when desired.

6.2.3 Candidate Discrimination

We next use the expert-labeled data to create an entity classifier. Many classification methods could be applied; we consider three in the work reported here: K Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Classifier (SVC), and Random Forest (RF). Previous work has shown that KNNs perform reasonably well in text classification tasks [137]. SVC, an implementation of Support Vector Machines (SVMs), maps data into a feature space in which it...
can separate the data into two or more sets. RF groups decision trees ("weak learners") to form a strong learner; it produces models that are inspectable, and includes a picture of the most important features. In each case, we use the 100 (Gensim) + 120 (FastText) = 220 dimensions of the two-word vectors as input features.

Given limited training and testing data, we evaluate all three classifiers, as implemented within scikit-learn [103], in Section 6.3.2. We envision that with more annotated data, we will be able to use neural-network-based classifiers.

### 6.2.4 Acquiring Additional Labels using Active Learning

As previously mentioned, our main goal in designing polyNER is to slash labeling costs by reducing the time and effort spent by experts to generate training data. Rather than labeling entire documents and phrases, annotators label proposed candidate entities to be classified. Earlier results show that with two hours of labeling we can achieve precision or recall (but not both) on par with state-of-the-art domain specific software, by selecting an ensemble of classifiers for discrimination [129]. The challenge then becomes efficiently engaging experts in order to obtain labels to improve the performance of our scientific entity classification. We do so by incorporating active learning with different sampling strategies into polyNER. PolyNER uses word representations and minimal domain knowledge (a few seed entities) to produce a small set of candidates for expert labeling; labeled candidates are then used to train named entity word vector classifiers. We integrate an active learning loop into polyNER’s architecture to incrementally improve classifier performance.

In order to explore whether the use of word vector coordinates as features can accelerate the learning process, we define and compare three alternative sampling strategies: a random strategy that we use as a baseline, and two NLP-based filtering methods. We also apply these methods against two different candidate pools, one set of unlabeled nouns and another set of approximately labeled nouns deemed similar to commonly used known entities from our corpus. We describe our sampling strategies and approximate labeling in more details.
Figure 6.3: PolyNER system showing the different phases of polyNER including the NLP-filtering step, the initial bootstrapping and labeling phase as well as the newly integrated active learning loop to classify scientific named entities. The active learning loop is described in more detail later in Figure 6.4.

in this section. The general architecture of polyNER is illustrated in Figure 6.3. We also describe the labeling process, and the training and testing configuration for our word vector classifiers in Section 6.2.4.6.

6.2.4.1 Computing Word Embeddings

We start use the Gensim continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) implementation of the Word2Vec algorithm to generate vectors as it is light-weight and easy-to-use [111]. Prior parameter tuning indicated that window size and vector size did not have a significant impact on the yield of polymers (less than 5%) on initial bootstrapping (see Section 6.2.4.3 below). Nevertheless, for slightly higher yields, we set the Word2Vec size parameter to 100 and the window_size to 2; where size is the size of the vector, and window_size is an adjustable window of surrounding context word used to compute each embedding.

6.2.4.2 NLP-Filtering

PolyNER’s NLP filtering preprocessing step removes strings that are unlikely to be polymer referents by performing simple operations such as masking numbers and removing unwanted characters (e.g. ‘’, ‘’, ‘’, ‘’, ‘’ ) from the beginning and the end of each candidate. Here, we also use SpaCy’s part-of-speech tagging functionality to remove non-nouns. Hence, we are
6.2.4.3 Initial Bootstrapping and Labeling

NLP filtering reduces the number of entities to be considered, and increases the target vs. non-target entity ratio. However, there still remain a large pool of potential candidates from which entities are to be selected, of which, in our experience, roughly 5% are polymer names. In order to avoid presenting experts with mostly negative examples, hindering meaningful classification, we boost the number of polymer entities in the first batch of candidates to be annotated by selecting strings with low word vector distance (see Section 6.2.4.1) from a set of seed entities: words that are observed to occur frequently in a subset of publications, or that are suggested by experts. We discuss this distance metric in more detail below. Based on preliminary experiments, we set the size of each batch of strings to be labeled to 200, or about an hour of expert time. We then train the initial classifier on this bootstrap set, using 80% of the data for training and 20% for testing. We subsequently used three different sampling strategies for following classifications.

6.2.4.4 Sampling Strategies

We implement three sampling strategies, which we refer to as Random, Uncertainty-Based Sampling (UBS) and Distance Uncertainty-Based Sampling (Distance UBS). We apply each of these strategies to our NLP-filtered candidates to determine which candidates to present to experts for labeling.

**Random Strategy** Here, we randomly select 200 of the NLP-filtered candidates.

**Uncertainty-Based Sampling using NLP-Filtered Candidates (UBS)** Our second
strategy applies maximum entropy sampling to the NLP-filtered candidates. As previously mentioned, maximum entropy selection is an uncertainty sampling method that identifies data points for which a classifier predicts outcomes that lie near the decision boundary between classes. Thus, when predicting whether or not a word vector represents a polymer, maximum entropy arises when the classifier assigns equal probability to the polymer and not-polymer cases. As we have two classes, this equal probability is 0.5. We use the classifier to obtain a probability $p$ for each NLP-filtered candidate. We select the 200 entries for which $p$ is closest to 0.5 as our sample.

**Uncertainty-Based Sampling using NLP-Filtered Distance Candidates (Distance UBS)** Our third strategy is identical to UBS, except that it works with just a subset of the NLP-filtered candidates, namely the 10,000 that are closest to a set of seed entities.

We use the word embeddings introduced in Section 6.2.4.1 to capture this notion of context, and vector distance between word vectors as a measure of similarity. Whether or not this approach works in practice will depend on whether polymer names are in fact used in consistent contexts that is captured by our word embedding vectors.

We can then determine, for each NLP-filtered word, the extent to which it occurs in a similar context to the seed entities, by computing the similarities between the word’s vector and those for our seed entities. As we explain in Section 6.3.3.2, we experiment with one and more seed entities; when dealing with multiple seed entities, we use the lowest distance score for ranking candidates.

6.2.4.5 Bootstrapping

The UBS and Distance UBS sampling methods use a classifier to determine which NLP-filtered entities should be chosen next for expert labeling. This classifier must be trained, and thus we need an initial set of entities to bootstrap this process. We could choose NLP-filtered entities at random for initial labeling, but that choice is unlikely to perform well due
Figure 6.4: Active learning experiment set up. 1) We generate an unsupervised word embedding model using our entire corpus. 2) We propose NLP-filtered candidate entities to untrained and expert annotators before classifying their word vectors. 3) We select the best-performing classifier for uncertainty-based sampling of labels for the next round of active learning. 4) We evaluate this word vector classifier on all NLP-filtered words from a set of test documents.
to the low proportion of polymers (just 5%) in the NLP-filtered corpus. Instead, therefore, we create an initial bootstrap set comprising the 200 NLP-filtered entities that are closest, in word distance vectors, to a set of seed entities. (Recall that we use a batch size of 200 based on an estimate of 60 minutes of expert time required for labeling.) We then train the initial classifier on this bootstrap set, using 80% of the data for training and 20% for testing.

6.2.4.6 Active Learning Loop

We now discuss our active learning process. As discussed in Section 3.6.3, the basic idea here is that we repeatedly select a set of 200 candidate entities (a “sample”) for expert labeling, based on what we have learned from previously labeled entities. We run this process independently with the Random, UBS, and Distance UBS sampling strategies, in order to compare their performance.

Use and Evaluation of Classifiers Not specified in Section 6.2.4.4 is the nature of the classifier that the UBS and Distance UBS strategies use to estimate the probability of each entity in the NLP-filtered corpus (or, for Distance UBS, the 10,000-entity subset of the NLP-filtered corpus) being a polymer. (The Random strategy does not use a classifier for sampling, as it selects candidates at random.) As we have no prior knowledge of the distribution of target entities in the vector space, we consider seven distinct classifiers in each round of the active learning process: the scikit-Learn [103] implementations of Decision Tree, Gradient Boosting, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Logistic Regression, Linear Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, and Random Forest. In each case, we use the word embedding for each string as input features. In each round $i$, we train these seven classifiers on the sample data gathered in rounds $j$, $j<i$, and then use the classifier with the highest recall to determine the $p$ scores that UBS and Distance UBS use when assembling their 200-entity sample in that step. (We use recall, or retrieving a maximum of targets, as a measure of performance, because we want to favor extracting a higher number of targets, potentially
requiring additional curation, over obtaining fewer correct targets.) The 200 entities in the new sample are passed to experts for annotation, and the annotated data are added to the set of training data used in the next learning round.

**Untrained and Expert Labeling** We engage two domain experts to annotate the candidates generated by the *UBS* and *Distance UBS* sampling strategies. Each expert annotates one strategy; we also perform crosschecking for 10% of the first batch of labels, to get a measure of agreement between experts, with results reported in Section 6.3.3.3. Experts use a web interface (see Figure 6.2) to approve or reject candidates, a task that is far more efficient than reading and annotating words in text. The interface provides example sentences as context for ambiguous candidates and allows the expert to access the publication(s) in which a particular candidate appears.

We aim to reduce the amount of costly expert time used to obtain labels. Therefore, for our baseline of randomly sampled NLP-filtered nouns, we experiment with a two-phase review process. Tokenization is one of the largest sources of error for scientific entities such as polymers, which contain characters such as ‘:’, ‘(’, ‘–’, ‘,’ etc. Tokenization can also generate incoherent tokens from text, equations, captions, etc. Such obvious non-candidates can be fairly easily detected by non-experts. For example, an untrained human annotator may be able to recognize that ‘\(d\Sigma/d\Omega\)(\(Q\))’ is not a polymer name, and thus save time for the experts. Hence, we assigned two graduate student labelers to curate the candidates generated by the random sampling strategy, which are less likely to contain target entities. We asked these untrained labelers to reject obvious non-candidates via the previously mentioned web interface. Our experts then reviewed the remaining candidates, indicating for each whether it is in fact a polymer referent.

## 6.3 Evaluation

We report on studies in which we evaluate the performance of both the unsupervised Candidate Generation step and various classifiers trained on the labeled data that results from
the Candidate Generation and Expert Labeling steps. We then report on the active learning results.

6.3.1 Evaluation of Candidate Generation Methods

6.3.1.1 Dataset

We work with two disjoint sets of full-text publications in HTML format from the journal *Macromolecules*: P100 comprising 100 documents with 22,664 sentences and 508,391 (36,293 unique) words or “tokens,” and P50 comprising 50 documents with 12,148 sentences and 270,514 (22,571 unique) tokens. For later use in evaluation, we engaged six experts to identify one-word polymer names in P100. They find 467 unique one-word polymer names.

Recall that the polyNER candidate generation module employs two candidate generation methods, CG1 and CG2, plus a rule-based synonym finder. We evaluate the performance of both the complete polyNER candidate generation module and its CG1 and CG2 submodules by comparing the sets of candidates that they each generate from P100, both against the 467 one-word polymer names identified by experts in P100, and against two other polymer name extraction methods, CDE and CDE+, plus a sixth compound method formed by combining polyNER with CDE+. We use exact string-matching between candidates and expert-identified names (all lower cased). Results are in Table 6.1. For each, we evaluate extraction accuracy in terms of precision, recall, and $F_1$ score. Recall is the fraction of actual positives that are labeled correctly and precision the fraction of predicted positives that are labeled correctly; $F_1$, the harmonic average of precision and recall, reaches its best value at 1 and worst at 0.

The first two methods considered, CDE and CDE+, serve as baselines. CDE is the previously mentioned state-of-the-art Python package that extracts chemical named entities and associated properties and relationships from text [124] (recall from Section 3.4.1). As CDE aims to extract all chemical compounds, not just polymers, it serves only as a demonstra-
tion of an alternative approach in the absence of a polymer NER system. Its recall is high at 74.5% but its precision is, as expected, low at 8.7%. We extended CDE into CDE+ to extract $T_g$ in Chapter 5; the modifications include the addition of manually defined polymer identification rules. CDE+ achieves a higher precision of 42.2% but a slightly decreased recall of 68.3%. These results emphasize the difficulty of automatically recognizing complex entities such as polymers.

Rows 3 and 4 show performance for CG1 and CG2 when employed independently. Recall that polyNER performs NLP filtering before applying CG1 and CG2. The filtering step eliminate all but 6,878 of the 36,293 unique tokens in P100. Recall also that CG1 and CG2 each assign a score to each of the 6,878 remaining words based on their context-based vector similarities to polystyrene and PS, and select the $N$ highest scoring. In this evaluation, we set $N=500$.

CG2, which takes word morphology into account, achieves higher precision and recall than does CG1 (41.8% vs. 15.6% precision and 44.8% recall vs. 16.7% recall for CG2 and CG1, respectively). CG2 retrieves more words starting with “poly” (67% of the 500 candidates vs. only 4% for CG1) while CG1 retrieves more acronyms (38% of the 500 candidates contained more upper than lower case letters, vs. 23% for CG2). CG1 returns more false positives. While character level information is useful for unseen words, or in this case for words lacking context information, we cannot dismiss the use of CG1. Authors often introduce polymer names and subsequently use acronyms more heavily, especially for long names. The facts that CG1 returns more acronyms and that there is likely more context information about acronyms, suggests that the performance of CG1, albeit lower, is solely based on context information.

Row 5 shows results for the complete polyNER candidate generator: that is, the combined CG1 and CG2 candidates plus their rule-based extracted synonyms. This method achieves 61.2% recall and 26.0% precision, producing an entity-rich set of candidates without any domain-specific rules and without any (tedious, time-consuming, and costly) expert-
annotated corpus of polymer names. We are encouraged to observe that polyNER retrieves polymers not extracted by CDE: the combined recall for PolyNER $\cup$ CDE+ (row 6 in the table) is 81.6%—higher than CDE itself. This result suggests that polyNER’s candidate generation module can be used not only to annotate automatically a diverse set of polymers based on context, but also to improve on the results of more sophisticated hybrid rule- and ML-based NER tools.

Figure 6.5, which shows every word in P100 in FastText vector space, illustrates the challenges and opportunities inherent in differentiating between polymer and non-polymer word vectors. The polymer names (in red and green) form two rather diffuse clusters that overlap considerably with non-polymers (in blue). Interestingly, the subset of polymer names that are acronyms (the red points) are clearly clustered.

Table 6.1: Results when polymer candidates are extracted from our test corpus, P100, via different methods. For each, we show true positives, false positives, false negatives, precision, recall, and $F_1$ score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CDE</td>
<td>3,994</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>3,646</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>74.5%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CDE+</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CG1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CG2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>41.8%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>43.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PolyNER</td>
<td>1,099</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PolyNER $\cup$ CDE+</td>
<td>1,495</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>1,114</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.2 Evaluation of Candidate Discrimination

We next evaluate how well classifiers trained on expert-labeled output from the Candidate Generation phase perform when applied to full-text documents. Here, we make use of our second dataset, P50, to train and test our classifiers, and P100 to validate the trained classifiers.

Before training our classifiers, we need a set of expert-labeled candidates. Thus, we first apply the CG1 and CG2 methods of Section 6.2.1 to P50, generating a total of 897
Figure 6.5: A two-dimensional representation of all words in P100, generated with the scikit-learn implementation of t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [86]. Of the words identified by experts as polymers, we show acronyms in red and non-acronyms in green; all other words are blue. We label our two representative words. (The t-SNE plot, a dimensionality reduction technique used to graphically simplify large datasets, reduces the 120-dimensional vectors to two-dimensional data points. The axes have no “global” meaning.)
unique candidates: 500 for CG2 and 466 from CG1, of which 69 overlapped. (We do not apply the rule-based synonym finder here.) Then we employ an expert to label as polymer or non-polymer each of those 897 candidates, producing a new dataset that we refer to as P50-labeled. Note that this task is quick work for the expert, as only 897 words need to be evaluated: the total time required was two hours. This expert review identifies 260 (29.0%) of the 897 as polymers.

6.3.2.1 Training and validating the classifiers:

We next use the 897 expert-labeled words to train our three classifiers. We use 90% (807) for training and hold out 10% (90) for validation.

The left-hand side of Table 6.2 shows the performance of the different trained classifiers when applied to the P50 hold-out words. Note that performance here is defined with respect to how well the classifier does at predicting the expert labels assigned to the polyNER-generated candidates—not how well the classifier identifies all polymer referents in P50, as we do not have the latter information.

All three classifiers obtain between 66.7% and 100.0% precision and between 28.6% and 57.1% recall. SVC achieves the highest recall and $F_1$ score. The lower part of the table ("combined classifiers") shows that combined classifiers can improve performance. The 3-of-3 method achieves the highest precision (100.0%) but lowest recall, as one might expect. The $\geq 2$ method also achieves 100.0% precision but with a higher recall (42.3% vs 28.6%). The $\geq 1$ method has the lowest precision but the highest recall at 57.1%.

6.3.2.2 Testing the trained classifiers:

We test the trained classifiers by applying each to all 9,656 NLP-filtered nouns extracted from P100 and comparing the resulting polymer/non-polymer labels against our ground truth of polymer names extracted from P100 by experts. Results are in the right-hand side of Table 6.2. RF achieves the highest $F_1$ score (46.1%) with 51.0% precision and 42.1% recall.
Table 6.2: Results when various classifiers (trained on expert-labeled P50 candidates) are applied to P50 holdouts (left) and P100 (right). The results in the bottom two rows are copied from Table 6.1 for ease of comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Validation on P50 holdouts</th>
<th>Testing on P100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVC</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-of-3</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDE</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>74.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDE+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While recall is relatively low (fewer entities retrieved), precision is significantly better than that achieved by CDE+. We observe also that combined classifiers can improve precision (52.7%) at the expense of recall, or significantly increase recall (90.1%) at the expense of precision. Users can thus trade off precision and recall, in each case exceeding those achieved by the rule-based CDE+ system.

These results are based on only limited training data: just 897 labeled words, of which 260 are polymers. We view the effectiveness of the classifiers trained with these limited data as demonstrating the feasibility of using small amounts of expert-labeled data to bootstrap context-aware word-vector classifiers. Importantly, this whole process was both inexpensive and generalizable to other domains. Candidate generation was fully automated and involved no domain knowledge besides the two representative words, polystyrene and PS. Labeling required just two hours of an expert’s time. Classifier training was again automated and involved no domain knowledge.

### 6.3.3 Active Learning Evaluation

We first report on a study in which we evaluate the generation of candidate entities using vector distances from representative (frequently used) entities. We then discuss the results of
initial classification and subsequent four rounds of active learning using multiple word vector classifiers and our three sampling strategies: random, UBS, and Distance UBS. Finally, we experiment with word representations enhanced with character-level information using FastText [16, 68].

We evaluate extraction accuracy in terms of precision and recall.

6.3.3.1 Dataset

We work with a corpus of 1690 full-text publications in HTML format from Macromolecules, a relevant journal in polymer science. These documents comprise 381,947 sentences and 9,229,417 (253,195 unique) words or “tokens,” of which 23,205 pass the NLP filter of Section 6.2.4.2. We use the same P100 documents used in Section 6.3, from which six experts have manually 467 unique one-word polymer names. We use these 467 names as a gold standard in subsequent subsections; we automatically label all NLP-filtered strings from the P100 test set using these manually extracted names.

6.3.3.2 Seed Entities

Recall from Section 6.2.4.1 that polyNER uses the Word2Vec word embedding tool to compute a word vector for each word. In order to maximize the number of actual entities in the dataset—and the ratio of target to non-target entities—in the initial set of labels, we explore how the choice of seed entities impact the number of target entities retrieved. While we cannot expect meaningful classification using only positive examples, given the imbalance in the whole dataset, we aim to select the Word2Vec parameters that yield the highest ratio of polymers in this initial batch of candidates.

In the experiments that follow, we use the 467 gold standard polymer names identified by experts in our P100 test set to evaluate performance with different seed entities. Specifically, for each choice of seed entities that we want to evaluate, we determine the 10,000 NLP-filtered
words with vectors closest to the seed entity vectors, and report what fraction of the 467 gold standard names are included in that 10,000. We use lower-case exact string matching between the gold standard polymer names and the proposed distance candidate strings to determine if a candidate is a polymer.

In Section 5.2.4, we built a dictionary of polymer names by using a rule-based approach and aggregating synonyms across ChemDataExtractor records. (A record consists of all information found about a chemical entity in a document.) Here we use this dictionary to identify the 10 most frequently occurring polymers in our corpus and their acronyms. We assume that frequent polymers provide a large number of sentences that illustrate context in which polymers are commonly used. Hence, we first test the most frequent, the three most frequent, and the ten most frequent polymers as seed entities. We also experiment with including and excluding their acronyms as additional seed entities. (Note that this modest set of 1, 3 and 10 seed entities could also be suggested by an expert.)

Rows 1–6 of Table 6.3 shows the results for these experiments. When using polystyrene (the most frequently used name) as a seed entity, the candidates contained 33.6% of the 467 gold standard polymers. We note a 2% increase in the fraction of polymers retrieved when using both polystyrene and PS, when compared to using polystyrene alone. The fraction of polymers increases by 10% when we use three representative entities (the three most frequent polymers in our datasets are polystyrene, poly(methyl methacrylate), and polyethylene), but by less than 1% when using 10 instead of three entities. These results suggest that there is little value to using more than a few seed entities.

To further explore whether using larger numbers of seed entities may increase the fraction of polymers retrieved, we conducted a second set of experiments. We have built a database of polymer properties (χDB) in Chapter 4. Our corpus of 1690 publications included 111 out of 175 χDB polymers. We also scraped CrowDB, which lists some polymers and their properties at http://polymerdatabase.com/ for polymer names; 32 out of 295 scraped polymer names were found in our corpus. We measure how many of our gold standard
Table 6.3: Fraction of gold standard polymer names in the 10,000 entities that are closest, by word vector distance, to various sets of seed entities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Seed entities</th>
<th>Fraction of polymers extracted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Polystyrene, with acronym PS</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Three most frequent polymer names</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Three most frequent polymer names, with acronyms</td>
<td>48.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10 most frequent polymer names</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10 most frequent polymer names, with acronyms</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$\chi$DB polymer names</td>
<td>46.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>crowDB polymer names</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

polymers are identified when these 111 and 32 polymer names are used as seed entities, with results shown in rows seven and eight of Table 6.3. These results confirm that using more entities does not increase the yield of polymers. Thus, in all subsequent experiments, we use the three most frequent polymers and their acronyms as seeds.

6.3.3.3 Labeling

We conduct some experiments to estimate labeling time. We ask two polymer scientists to label 200 candidates from a subset of our corpus. One expert reports 30 minutes, the other 45 minutes. We overestimate the time to label 200 candidates at one hour of expert time. Based on user feedback, we also improve the labeling Web interface after the above-mentioned test rounds to further facilitate and speed up labeling. For example, we increase the number of example-sentences available to provide context, to decrease the number of occurrences in which experts have to look up original publications for candidates. We also increase the size of checkmarks to make it easier to reject erroneous candidates. In the initial labeling round, we perform crosschecking for 10% of the batch of labels. We confirm agreement between labels for all but one of 20: an agreement rate of 95%.
Figure 6.6: ROC (left) and PR (right) curves for KNN model for the initial classifier. The PR curve shows that precision is low regardless of recall, indicating that we need more data.

**The Initial Classifier** Recall from Section 6.2.4.5 that we use an initial set of 200 NLP-filtered entities that are close to seed entities to bootstrap our labeling process. Once those data are labeled by our experts, we use 80% to train a KNN classifier, validating on the remaining 20%. We then test this initial classifier against all 9656 NLP-filtered candidates in the 100-document test set, which as noted in Section 6.3.3.1 contain 467 polymers. Results are shown in Figure 6.6. Its Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve shows better-than-random behavior, with an area under curve (AUC) of 0.62. However, in our application, correctly predicting non-polymers is not as important as correctly identifying our targets. Therefore, we also plot the Precision Recall (PR) curve to show the tradeoff between precision and recall. While the AUC for the initial classifier is above random performance (0.5) its PR curve shows poor precision, regardless of recall. In Section 6.3, we found that we could achieve better performance with more labels (897), suggesting that a KNN classifier begins to learn with more data [129]. However, 160 labels (80% of 200) is not yet enough.

6.3.3.4 Comparing Sampling Strategies

After the initial round of labeling, we experiment with the three sampling strategies described in Section 6.2.3: Random, UBS, and Distance UBS, performing four rounds of active learning for each. Results, in Table 6.4, show no improvement in the first two rounds for any strategy:
Figure 6.7: ROC (left) and PR (right) curves after four rounds. The ROC curves for two active learning strategies, UBS and Distance UBS, show significant improvements, achieving AUCs of 0.74 and 0.70, respectively: significantly better than the 0.62 achieved by the initial classifier in Figure 6.6. Random achieves an AUC of 0.68. PR curves also show improvements relative to the initial classifier, with all three strategies lifting away from the bottom corner, indicating discriminative capacities. In both types of plots, UBS outperforms Distance UBS and approaches rule-based performance based solely on context information and under five hours of expert input.

precision remains under the initial precision of 6.5% for all. However, in the third round, we observe increases in precision, an improvement that is sustained in the fourth round for UBS. Figure 6.7 shows ROC and PR curves for the three strategies after four rounds. The AUC for UBS is 0.74 and that of Distance UBS is 0.70. The PR curves for both are improved (lifting away from the lower left corner of the graph) over the first round, with active learning performing better with UBS than with Distance UBS. When tested against our gold standard of 467 one-word polymer names, the KNN classifier achieves 18.2% precision and 45.6% recall. We notice that even the random strategy PR curve is improved (away from the initial PR curve and close to the Distance UBS curve), indicating that the NLP-filtering alone is enough to enable the learning process after 1000 labels. We also note that KNN was most-often selected across strategies and iterations, likely due to its inherent nature to optimize locally and our direct focus on finding similarities between observations.

We conclude that while the sampling step helps ensure that the classes are balanced in the initial batch of labels, restricting ourselves to just distance candidates, as is done by Distance UBS, does not yield better results than using active learning with all NLP-filtered
candidates (UBS). Intuitively, basic UBS can find useful instances (target and non-targets) to be labeled from the entire word embedding space, while examples from Distance UBS are clustered around the seed entities that may be collocated in that space.

Table 6.4: Precision and recall relative to the gold standard for the initial classifier (round 0) and the classifiers trained also with the increased data obtained in each of four learning rounds, 1–4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Distance UBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We selected seed entities based on their frequency in our corpus. This observation suggests that we could also study how the choice of seed entities impact of the performance of the classifier during the active learning process. Note that with limited training data and based solely on context, the classifier retrieves 45.6% (more than one third) of the gold standard polymers with a precision of 18.2%, after five hours of expert labeling. For comparison, an attempt to extract polymer names using the rule: *if the name contains “poly” extract it as a polymer*, gets recall of 41% and precision of 34% on the same dataset. We conclude that with our relatively small dataset (based on context-only information from entire documents of unstructured and uncurated text), we are able to achieve close to rule-based performance, using active learning and little labeling.
6.3.3.5 Active Learning Labels + Character-Level Embeddings

After just 1000 labels, the context-based classifier using active learning applied to NLP-filtered candidates achieved performance comparable to rule-based performance, but not quite as good as the polymer-enhanced CDE+. With the goal of further improving polyNER performance, we experiment with the use of an alternative word embedding model, FastText, which uses word representations enriched with sub-word (character-level) information. Because FastText considers sub-word information as well as context, it can consider word morphology differences, such as prefixes and suffixes. Sub-word information is especially useful for words for which context information is lacking, as words can still be compared to morphologically similar existing words. We set the length of the sub-word used for comparison—FastText’s n_gram parameter—to five characters, based on our intuition that many polymers begin with the prefixes “poly” or “poly(.” Therefore, we generate a FastText word embedding model, and generate character-enhanced vectors for our UBS-labeled candidates.

Next, we train a KNN classifier using vectors for the candidates labeled through active learning from the NLP-filtered candidates (the active learning strategy identified as best-performing in Figure 6.7). We test the classifier against NLP-filtered nouns from our 100-document test set. KNN classifier performance improves when using these word vectors, achieving 29.7% precision and 81.9% recall, comparable to those achieved by CDE (see Section 3.4.1). CDE’s recall is high at 74.5%, but its precision for polymers is, as expected, low at 8.7%, as it does not incorporate polymer knowledge. In Figure 6.8, we show the PR curve for the FastText vector classifier and also results for the polymer-enhanced CDE+ which achieve 42.2% precision and 68.3% recall on the same test set. We achieve higher recall than CDE and CDE+ using labels from UBS and FastText vectors and in-between (higher than CDE and lower than CDE+) precision.
Figure 6.8: ROC curve for KNN model trained using active learning labels and word representations enriched with character-level information (top). At the bottom, PR curve for KNN model trained with active learning labels and word representations enriched with character-level information. Results for CDE+ are also shown. Note: PR curves, like ROC curves, are obtained by varying the threshold of probability that separates classes; straight lines occur when several points have similar probabilities and changing the threshold yields identical precision to recall ratio.
6.3.3.6 Impact of Quantity and Quality of Data

After achieving CDE+ performance, we investigate the impact of the quantity and the “quality” of data, where higher quality data are more likely to contain scientific entities. We recreate the Active Learning + Character Embedding classification experiments with two different word embedding models:

- The first dataset is re-used from Section 5.3.1. It is a set of 6090 full-text publications in HTML format from *Macromolecules*. The hypothesis here is that with more data, we increase the number of sentences that contain polymers, capture more context information, and hence generate better-defined embedding vectors for previously annotated entities. Note that the 4500-document increase from the dataset used in Section 6.3.3.1 adds a considerable number of sentences that do not contain polymers (see below).

- The second dataset is generated using a subset of the sentences from the 1690 full-text publications used in Section 6.3.3.1. We run CDE+ on each sentence from this dataset and keep only sentences in which CDE+ has identified a polymer (12% of the sentences contain polymers). This step of course assumes a domain-specific technique to decrease noise (non-relevant sentences) and refine the dataset to create the embeddings.

Results show that increasing the dataset size increases performance surpassing CDE+ performance as shown in Figure 6.9 (top). The classifier achieved 35.2% precision and 86.1% recall when evaluated against the 100-document test set, noticeably improving from the previous 29.7% precision and 81.9%.

We observe that performance also increases when using a smaller, higher-quality sentences (only 12% of the sentences selected using domain-specific NLP software). Using this dataset, the classifier reaches 40.1% precision and 89.1% recall. These results confirm the intuition that the quality of training data is as important, if not more important, than the quantity of training data. We achieve 89.1% recall with more than one third of proposed
Figure 6.9: Precision Recall curves for KNN model trained with active learning labels and word representations enriched with character-level information generated from a larger corpus (additional 4500 documents, top) and CDE+-filtered sentences (bottom).
entities being actual polymers, significantly facilitating final human curation and validation process.

An important remark is the fact that a relatively high number of false positives persists. Upon examination of the results, we attribute this phenomenon mainly to the limitations of our tokenizer and our initial focus on one-word polymer names. For example, some examples of false positives include: $P(OEGA)$ and $(PtBS$, which all contain partial polymer names—and were leniently considered positives during our expert annotations—but were not an exact match to any gold standard polymer names. A better tokenizer would separately identify PtBS as a polymer in itself and a multi-word approach would attach the missing subsequent words to each of these examples. Other examples of false positives raise an important question as to the quality and nuances of human annotations. For instance, $PtBS/\tau a$, $\chi i$—$P3HT$, $(PM)m$ all accurately contain polymer names. The actual polymers have been altered and are described with extra components (characters attached) that do not appear in the list of gold standard polymer names. Both types of errors can be partially addressed by a lenient evaluation (allowing partial matches between candidates and true polymers) along with the ability to recover missing parts by exposing text around certain candidates via an interface for further curation. Finally, other errors are more difficult to completely eliminate as they include terms that often precede polymers such as concentrations, polydispersity index and prefixes ($Mono-2$, $Sulfonated$, $(10K/ns)$, $(PDI = 1.2)$, $(NPS = 163$, $NP3HT = 105)$, etc.) or plurals (PSSs, Poly(lactide)s) that have purposely been left out by expert annotators. We revisit the topic of an ideal human-computer IE system and interface to further curate these false positives in Chapter 8.

6.3.3.7 Discussion and Future Work

PolyNER achieves CDE performance using labels obtained via active learning (UBS sampling strategy) and FastText vectors. We attribute the increased performance to the character embedding enhancement, which not only recognizes “poly” (and yields more names based on
this n-gram comparison), but also filters out more anomalous candidates (preceding or fol-
lowing polymer names) generated during tokenization and missed by the filtering steps, such
as “$A_mB_n$” and “$M_w/M_n=1.36$.” In other words, the classifiers of character and (context-
-based) word embedding vectors perform better than classifiers of only context-based word
embedding vectors. Given this result, one may wonder whether the active learning process
itself could benefit from using this enhanced vector embedding. To determine whether this is
the case, we repeated the active learning experiment using the entire corpus of NLP-filtered
candidates and classifying FastText (enhanced) vectors instead of Gensim vectors at each
round. However, performance was worse than random.

These results suggest that character-level information enhances classifier performance
only once a certain threshold of context information has been captured by the embedding.
We explain this observation as follows. In FastText, the portion of the word embedding vector
generated by using context varies depending on how much context is available in the entire
corpus. For words deemed to have enough context, vectors do not include any character-level
information. At the other extreme, for previously unseen words, the embedding is generated
based solely on character n-gram information and comparison to other words in the corpus.
During the active learning process, candidates to be labeled by experts are selected by using
maximum-entropy-based uncertainty sampling: that is, words for which prediction probabil-
ity is similar for target and non-target. Such candidates are more likely to lack context and
thus have vectors that use mostly character-level information. As a result, the expert is of-
ten presented with nearly identical candidates (e.g., PS13k/PMMA12k, PS214k/PMMA12k,
PS31.6k/PMMA12k), which hinders the learning process as these candidates are located in
close vicinity in terms of the full (character and context) word embedding space. In other
words, in this full space, while their uncertainty measure is comparable, these examples are
not diverse, where diversity is a measure of the distance of the examples to each other or
previously labeled instances [21]. One solution to explore in future work would be to impose
a diversity constraint on the candidates, for example by using batch active learning [121].
6.4 Conclusion

Despite much progress in NLP, scientific named entity recognition (NER) remains a research challenge. The lack of access to large amount of expert-annotated training data impedes the adoption of recent machine learning techniques in certain scientific applications. PolyNER is a generalizable system that can efficiently retrieve and classify scientific named entities. It uses word representations and minimal domain knowledge (a few representative entities) to produce a small set of candidates for expert labeling; labeled candidates are then used to train named entity classifiers. We show that using natural language processing techniques, we can bootstrap a word vector classifier of scientific entities. PolyNER can achieve either 52.7% precision or 90.7% recall when combining classifiers: a 10.5% improvement in precision or 22.4% in recall over a well-performing hybrid NER model (CDE+) that combines a dictionary, expert created rules, and machine learning algorithms. PolyNER’s architecture allows users to tradeoff precision and recall by selecting which classifiers are used for discrimination. One out of every four candidates identified by our current polyNER prototype is in fact a polymer. This enrichment relative to the relative paucity of polymers in publications significantly reduces the effort required by experts.

Using more labels obtained via uncertainty-based active learning, and word embedding containing character-level information in addition to context, polyNER achieves performance comparable to CDE+. PolyNER exceeds CDE+ performance when processing more data (additional 4500 articles), or high-quality data (pre-selecting sentences more likely to contain chemical compounds) and reaches. PolyNER was trained on data annotated using approximately five hours of expert time and minimal untrained crowd input obtained via active learning. While we note that CDE+ is intended to extract polymers and their properties, our work highlights the potential of using minimal amount of data and focused expert input in order to enable machine learning techniques for previously unmined scientific entities.
CHAPTER 7
GENERALIZABILITY OF APPROACHES

In this chapter, we discuss how our various approaches represent necessary steps to bridge the gap between state-of-the-art NLP software and the extraction needs of certain scientific applications. We describe how these approaches are generalizable and applicable in other fields.

7.1 Scientific Crowdsourcing

Generalizing the χDB work involves training crowds in particular topics for assisted manual extraction of scientific facts. While χDB is focused on the Flory-Huggins parameter, the steps required to collect a new property are straightforward. The crawler must be configured to use a different keyword. Domain experts provide a schema for a new target property, which can be used to design new Web forms and corresponding database tables. Our results show that guiding manual extraction and making it more efficient has several benefits: (1) trained crowds can be less expensive than experts even when done outside classroom settings. In other words, requiring expert knowledge for supervision vs. for extraction saves costs, (2) partial manual extraction is unavoidable in cases such as χ where a minimum of six metadata fields are required and free-text is needed to give context and meaning to extracted values, (3) preliminary manual extraction is needed to guide future (semi-) automated extraction. For example, in our work, the χDB class, showed that the number of values encoded solely in Figures was negligible and that of the 4 temperature-dependent forms, only 2 were widely used in the literature. Such efforts can also serve as guidelines for the community at large. For example, as a follow-up to the χDB class, we are exploring ways in which authors can submit χ values to our website in a straightforward manner. More broadly, χDB is part of a growing body of work that aims to address the challenges posed by the rapidly increasing amount of scholarly literature via hybrid crowd-machine integration platforms [27, 40, 32].
SciCrowd, for instance, emphasizes the challenges and motivations for designing a crowd-enabled, self-organizing system towards achieving a higher level of engagement by researchers and citizen scientists [32]. Such hybrid approach can be particularly fruitful in crowd science projects to refine machine-extracted metadata while providing evidence on demand by using automatic classification techniques enabled by human crowd workers who can process, filter, classify, and verify the information [31].

7.2 Supplementing NLP Software

ChemDataExtractor is only one of several chemical extraction software (OSCAR, TmChem, ChemSpot [64, 79, 113]) that may require human and computer modules to be adapted to different subfields. Similar software has emerged from the BioNLP workshop [71, 97, 143, 96], a CHEMDNER-like challenge in biology, that may benefit from supplementary modules to improve accuracy of such NLP software. The automated search and identification of entities associated with properties in the previous sentence, can be extended to N previous sentences, or to the current paragraph. The human modules for matching labels to their corresponding entity is also easily applicable to any domains, in which names can be long and complex. Given the significant cost of manual curation, we can also investigate more advanced methods to prioritize where human effort should be used such as validation of extracted data via machine learning models. For example, for properties like \( T_g \), which are common and frequently reported, there are a large number of machine learning models for predicting \( T_g \) values [38, 91, 77, 139]. These models could be retrained, using the entries in our database, to make predictions that would in turn validate extracted values. These \( T_g \) models provide rough estimates or reasonable ranges for the \( T_g \) values of various polymers, which would serve as physics-based validation of our extracted values and help prioritize curation. Similar efforts can be applied to prioritize human review using existing dictionaries and databases in bioinformatics, which benefits from wider access to databases for example.
7.3 Generalizable Scientific NER

To illustrate the generalizability of polyNER we turn to a very different named entity extraction problem: identifying dataset names in free text. This is an important problem because while data plays an essential role in research, a lack of standards for data citation makes discovering relationships between publications and datasets challenging [89]. We apply polyNER to the task of automatically identifying free-form text references of datasets in social science publications and evaluate its accuracy against the manually curated relationships available from the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR).

To illustrate the aim of this task, consider the following paragraph which states that “Longitudinal Study of American Youth” dataset was used in a study.

“With this deficit looming, efforts to understand the factors that contribute to degree attainment have redoubled. This article is a piece of that effort. By analyzing data from 3,279 individuals who participated in the Longitudinal Study of American Youth, this study examines the relative importance of personal, peer, and parent educational expectations in the degree attainment of students 15 years after high school graduation.” [17]

We first use the Python Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK) sent_tokenize tool to perform sentence extraction [14]. For candidate generation, we apply a slightly different approach than we did for polymer names as we do not have a canonical dataset name with which we can compare. Instead, we rely on the regularity of dataset names in social science: dataset names are usually sequences (i.e., n-grams) of upper case and proper nouns. As evaluating all n-grams in a sentence \( n \in [1, \text{number of words in the sentence}] \) would result in an exponentially large number of candidates, we apply the simple heuristic of selecting consecutive capitalized words. (Note that polyNER ignores non-capitalized stopwords, such as “of” and “and,” even if they are part of a proper noun.) For each candidate we use
PolyNER’s Gensim Candidate Generation method (Word2Vec CBOW model) to compute word vectors. In the final candidate discrimination phase, we train polyNER’s KNN classifier to identify dataset names based on their word vectors. Unlike identifying polymer names, we consider here multiword dataset names. However, the polyNER classifier expects input vectors to have the same length. Thus, we average the individual words in a vector to compute a vector of the same length for every candidate phrase.

ICPSR provides a large corpus of manually curated papers and associated datasets in the field of sociology. It has indexed over 72,000 papers that reference 60,566 unique datasets. We sampled this dataset to obtain the full text of 6,368 papers that were published by Elsevier and for which full text was available via an API. We split these 6,368 papers such that 80% are used for training and 20% are reserved for testing. We first evaluate the accuracy of sentence classification. Initially, we found the performance to be poor (precision: 14.2%, recall: 51.9%, $F_1$: 22.3%), however we noted that the training dataset was significantly unbalanced with 18,682 positive examples and 1,268,239 negative examples. After randomly downsampling the negative examples by a factor of 10, a common approach for such problems, we observed precision of 58.8%, recall of 90.3%, and $F_1$ score of 71.2%. We use the hand curated mapping from papers to dataset names provided by ICPSR as the gold standard to evaluate the candidate generation and discrimination. Automatic evaluation is difficult because of possible variations of dataset names so instead we manually compared our extraction result from 300 papers against the gold standard from ICPSR and observed precision of 59.6% and recall of 58.7%. As before, we also evaluated the performance of the classifier in isolation, when using only labeled candidates, and observed precision of 90.8% and recall of 97.2%. This result suggests that even though the classifier had high accuracy in discriminating dataset names from other candidate phrases, the ultimate accuracy of our model was limited by the candidates that were fed into the classifier (as was the case for polymer NER). For example, in a paper, a dataset may be referenced as “US Quarterly Census of Wages,” but the manually annotated gold standard dataset name provided by ICPSR
would state the full title “Quarterly Census of Wages (2010Q1) – United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.” In such cases, polyNER is not able to extract the full title of the dataset because it was simply not present in the paper. Nevertheless, these results (precision of 59.6% and recall of 58.7%) demonstrate the great potential of using polyNER to identify scientific entities in a previously unexplored field using context-based vectors and limited training data.
CHAPTER 8
FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we discuss future work as well as some open-ended ideas that emerged from designing and implementing our various scientific fact extraction approaches.

8.1 Scientific Crowdsourcing

In the case of \( \chi \)DB, we can not only repeat the experiment for new complex relations to save cost and guide subsequent automated extraction, but also investigate ways to guide community text mining efforts. We can promote our Polymer Prediction and Property Database (PPPDB) website as a community resource from which scientists can easily and freely load extracted properties for machine learning models for example. The more interest PPPDB generates, the more incentive it provides for scientists to submit newly measured properties to our database. Hence, providing easy-to-use APIs to upload data onto the website is an important, straightforward follow-up task to \( \chi \)DB. We are also providing data to the Materials Data Facility (MDF) [15], which aims to create a thriving materials and machine learning ecosystem. In the case of the hybrid \( T_g \) IE pipeline and as discussed in the previous chapter, our human and computer modules aren’t specific to the domain and only aim to increase the accuracy of existing NLP software. Interesting next steps would apply the pipeline to a different domain, and add automated modules such as model-based ranking of extracted values to prioritize human review for example. A more end-to-end evaluation of added value through computer and human modules would more formally illustrate the concept of the hybrid IE pipeline. We discuss this idea in more details in Section 8.4.

8.2 Scientific Entity Relations

We have shown that polyNER achieves performance comparable to CDE for one-word scientific entities. While we have explored averaging context-based vectors for multi-word entities
to identify datasets in the social science literature, one could implement a similar labeling and classifying process to detect two, then three-word polymer names for example. As previously mentioned, with our scientific entity tagger, machine learned relations extraction is achievable using software such as Snorkel and Snuba [133]. While there are only a handful of rule-based descriptions of a polymer, there are multiple ways to define a property. The most obvious rule for tagging polymers is to search for "poly". When looking for co-polymers, some additional IUPAC rules may be implemented as we have in the polymer dictionary module (e.g. find "—co—", —graft—), but this only helps for a subset of polymer names and cannot alone be used to automatically label text for polymer NER. When it comes to properties however, we do have examples of regular expressions that could be translated into rules for systems like Snorkel. For example, if a temperature is in the same sentence as the words "melting point", "melting pt.", "T_m", "m. pt." etc., then extract it as a potential polymer–melting point temperature pair. Such rules provide Snorkel with multiple user defined functions to identify melting points which it can use to generate training data, learn the accuracy of each definition and extract the pairs.

8.3 Generalizable Named Entity Recognition via Word Embedding and Language Modeling

In polyNER, we have used 6,090 papers, and we were able to train a classifier of context and character word embedding vectors to identify vectors for scientific entities with a better performance than CDE. We have begun to explore how the amount of training data and the quality of sentences impact performance. We could also use more advanced word embedding vectors generated using pre-trained language representations such as Glove, ELMo and BERT [51, 52, 104, 105, 37]. Previous work has demonstrated improved performance in language understanding, text classification and other NLP tasks using language model pre-training [108, 60]. There are two main strategies for applying pre-trained language rep-
resentations to downstream tasks: feature-based and fine-tuning; ELMo uses task-specific architectures that include the pre-trained representations as additional features [105] OpenAI GPT introduces minimal task-specific parameters, and is trained on the downstream tasks by simply fine-tuning the pretrained parameters [108]. The main improvement in BERT, besides the sheer amount of training data (800M words from the BooksCorpus [73] and 2,500M words from English Wikipedia), is the use bi-directional language representations. While the question remains as to how much information about scientific entities (e.g., polymers) could be found in Wikipedia, we can use transfer learning from non-scientific corpora to acquire informative vectors for all non-target entities and better recognize targeted scientific entities amongst them. Other improvements specific to polyNER include learning multi-word context by exploring and classifying multi-word embedding vectors. We are currently exploring the use of polyNER-labeled data to annotate text for other NER approaches, such as bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) models, or other neural networks with attention mechanism [51, 101], which would capture local (sentence level) context and also address the current limitation of one-word named entity recognition. An attention mechanism allows the network to automatically select key words and/or sentences, which is likely describing the extraction target. Such an approach seems especially helpful when using noisy labels, i.e. labels acquired via weak supervision [81, 65] In doing so, we may consider the different types of names for scientific entities as different classes (long names, acronyms, labels, family names) to identify; hence, we can either explore classifying one type of names, or multiple entities simultaneously with multi-task learning.

8.4 Hybrid IE Experiment Design

In all three approaches we have used humans with different levels of expertise from trained undergraduate students, untrained graduate students, and domain experts. In both the hybrid IE $T_g$ pipeline and polyNER, we have experimented with multi-phase human reviews. In the former, a consensus of untrained graduate students resolved 78.6% of missing labels in
polymer–$T_g$ pairs, leaving the 21.4% of missing information to be extracted by experts. In polyNER, labels for the random strategy were reduced by up to 80% via a two-phase process in which an untrained graduate student rejected obvious non-entities. A similar process could be implemented even in cases where labels are not randomly selected and still decrease the load for domain experts. A major challenge however remains as to determine when to employ human expertise and, when human expertise is needed, what form of expertise to apply. While we work towards higher levels of accuracy from our automated modules, we do not expect the need for human input to disappear. Even in current best-performing NLP software there are some errors and as the number of publications processed increases, careful scrutiny of the data will become costly and eventually unworkable. Hence, an open-ended question for this type of hybrid machine-computer endeavors remains: how to maximize accuracy while minimizing cost of different crowd input? In future work we can explore this question as a formal optimization problem. In other words, we will work on a more rigorous approach to automatic partitioning and assignment of extraction tasks by applying techniques from *optimal experiment design* [45, 42, 44] to maximize the accuracy of extracted data while minimizing the time and cost of human involvement.

- Calculate the accuracy of values derived from a variety of automated and crowdsourcing modules.

- Assign values to datasets, for example in terms of their yield in entities or relations and considering the rarity and completeness of those values, and then measure how dataset value changes with each automated and crowdsourced task.

- Assign levels of difficulty to tasks based on estimated completeness, accuracy of data to be curated. Such measures should also consider the amount and type of the data to be processed and/or the information needed to complete the task, to help decide where to crowdsource various tasks. For example, more data to be collected indicate a more complex property, hence a more difficult task; free text means more work to
extract and review and should be assigned a higher level of difficulty than extracting numbers.

- Assign costs to module usage so that we can compare, for instance, the costs of computational vs. crowdsourced modules; determine the cost of using crowds (e.g., person-hours); and quantify the differences in cost between a trained and untrained crowd.

A hybrid human-computer approach to extract scientific entities requires replication or access to crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk for simple tasks as well as access to multiple state-of-the-art domain specific NLP toolkits. It also requires mechanisms to train crowds and request expert input. Such approaches would involve consider of human-computer interaction, as user interfaces for untrained crowds have to be straightforward, while experts may require the ability to request more information and access to the original publications from which value were extracted. An ultimate interface, would also serve as a validation tool by showing both, what has been extracted and how/where it was extracted from to further alleviate the task on the expert. Such an interface would partially address the very interesting question as to how accurate the human gold standard annotations really are. As discussed in Section 6.3.3.6, we suspect some of the candidates proposed by polyNER are correct but differ slightly from what experts have reported. A partial-matching comparison, along with surrounding text for each candidate, will assist human in recognizing and correcting potential entities. This step would remain essential for verification regardless of the final level of automation.
CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS AND LESSONS LEARNED

Motivated by the long-term goal to create a digital handbook of polymer properties, we have investigated three hybrid crowd-machine approaches that represent varied levels of automation and involvements from human with different levels of expertise. In this final section, we summarize our results and discuss lessons learned more broadly.

9.1 Summary of the Results

We first designed and implemented $\chi$DB, a hybrid human computer-system that extracts the Flory-Huggins (or $\chi$) parameter from scientific literature. Our work to date has extracted 237 measured $\chi$ values for blends of 63 unique polymers. We trained students during two academic quarters to extract more values than the 134 $\chi$ values for blends of 41 unique polymers found in the Physical Properties of Polymers Handbook [41]. We were able to collect values reported after the 2007 publication of the Handbook (84 of our $\chi$ values are from 2010 to 2015). Our more exhaustive search also led us to find earlier values not reported in the Handbook. Using publications marked relevant and machine learning software, we were able to improve the publication selection process considerably, decreasing the number of reviewed publications that do not contribute to the $\chi$ database from 61.5 % to 13.1 %. While a more systematic comparison of cost and accuracy remains to be conducted, our results emphasized the potential for using an machine-assisted crowdsourcing approach to create and maintain a digital database of complex scientific relations. Such automatically guided crowd extraction is necessary in cases which require acute expertise to identify novel measurement methods for example or to distinguish between entities that may refer to related but not identical concepts (polymer family name vs. family instance name).

It also serves to discover how previously unexplored scientific relations are described in the literature in order to guide subsequent partially automated extraction. Finally, some
version of machine guided crowd extraction will remain necessary in cases where there is a lack of consensus around a particular relation and/or part of the information to be extracted is subjective (e.g., free text to describe method).

The second approach, the $T_g$ IE pipeline, which extracts the glass transition temperature of polymers, takes a different, more automated approach to hybrid machine-human scientific information extraction. In this case, the motivating idea was to implement a system around existing domain-specific natural language processing and machine learning toolkits. Studies have shown that such toolkits are not always easily transferable to new domains [74], prompting other fields to create their own combination of dictionary-based, rule-based, and machine learning approaches, which in turn require training data. One solution then was to augment available domain-specific NLP software with a series of human and computer modules to adapt and apply them to a new domain. In particular, we showed how one could build upon ChemDataExtractor, which aims to extract all chemical entities from unstructured text, to extract polymers. We added new polymer-identification rules and aggregate ChemDataExtractor output to build an accurate dictionary of polymer names. We designed a polymer proximity search module that correctly identified missing polymers for half of those $T_g$ values without polymers, the idea being to simply search for one element of a relation in the proximity of the automatically detected element. We crowdsourced the recovery of unrecognized polymer names for an additional 22 polymer–$T_g$ pairs and demonstrated that using untrained crowds for simple, well-defined domain-specific tasks can decrease the need for expert validation by about three fourths (78.6% labels resolved by non-experts using consensus method). Our initial results on automated ranking for prioritized human review showed that even a simple method for assessing the quality of extracted data can effectively increase the impact of human curation. The hybrid $T_g$ pipeline offered a sustainable and accelerated route to producing new materials property datasets. With only a few hours of effort from expert and non-expert curators, we were able to screen over 6000 articles and produce a refined dataset of 259 polymer–$T_g$ pairs from just 927 articles. Thus, our re-
results demonstrated the considerable potential of combining automated and crowdsourcing modules to extract scientific facts from literature in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

The third hybrid human-computer approach, polyNER, was motivated by challenges encountered in $\chi$DB and the $T_g$ IE pipeline. Indeed, we found that identifying polymer names was a major challenge in extracting polymer properties. This challenge was exacerbated by the lack of training data, which prohibited the direct application of state-of-the-art machine learning and natural language processing extraction techniques. Hence, we designed and implemented polyNER, a generalizable system that can efficiently retrieve and classify scientific named entities. PolyNER used word representations and minimal domain knowledge (a few representative entities) to produce a small set of candidates for expert labeling; labeled candidates are then used to train named entity classifiers. We showed that using natural language processing techniques, we could bootstrap a word vector classifier of scientific entities. Using an ensemble of classifiers and word embedding software, polyNER allowed users to trade off precision for recall, and achieved performance comparable to the state-of-the-art chemistry-aware natural language processing software. Using additional labels obtained via uncertainty-based active learning, polyNER exceeded the performance of a hybrid NER model (CDE+) that combines a dictionary, expert created rules, and machine learning algorithms and was trained on the CHEMDNER corpus: a collection of 10,000 PubMed abstracts that contain a total of 84,355 chemical entity mentions labeled manually by expert chemistry literature curators, following annotation guidelines specifically defined for this task [75]. PolyNER was trained on data annotated using about five hours of expert time and minimal untrained crowd input obtained via active learning. This work demonstrated that using minimal amount of data and focused expert input, we can successfully extract previously unmined scientific entities from unstructured text.

We envision that the work presented in this thesis, combined with other work in related areas will ultimately lead to the integration of all three approaches in a single platform that will automatically assess the value of data, cost of crowds and levels of expertise to assign
tasks and subtasks to multiple crowds and computer modules to extract scientific facts from
the literature.

9.2 Lessons Learned

In order to guide such future endeavors, we summarize lessons learned from this thesis. In
our experience, scientific fact extraction began and ended with the experts and there were
five main types of tasks to be performed by machines and humans including crowds with
different levels of expertise:

1. Schema design: The first step in scientific fact extraction was to clearly define the facts
(e.g., named entities or entity relations along with metadata information) in order to
select an appropriate extraction approach. Schema design was a task better suited for
the domain experts, who not only had in-depth prior knowledge about the information
to be extracted, but also a well-defined application in mind for the expected output
data. Our work demonstrated that trained crowds can efficiently assist experts in con-
firming and refining initial schemas by discovering how the information has historically
been published in the literature. This preliminary crowdsourcing work also served in
assembling useful datasets to be later used as training data for automated IE.

2. Document classification: Here the task is to identify publications or sections in publica-
tions that contain the entity to be extracted. Since machines are capable of processing
volumes of text faster than their human counterparts, the classification of relevant
publications, (or paragraphs such abstracts, results sections etc.) is a fitting computer
task. We have shown that such classification can be used to efficiently prioritize hu-
man review and considerably decrease the amount of non-relevant publications to be
processed.

3. Extraction: In our work, this task was performed by both humans and machines. Based
on our experience, we observed three different types of scientific facts, each potentially
requiring additional metadata.

(a) Named entities: The goal here is the identification of names of scientific entities such as polymers, proteins and diseases for examples. Ideally, this task would be performed by computer techniques that capture information based mainly on context and word morphology when applicable. However, in our experience, due to the nature of scientific articles (long sentences, long multi-word names with special characters etc.), knowledge cannot always be easily transferred from one domain to another without generating new training data. Our work suggested that untrained crowds can efficiently recover missing information (parts of entity names) and establish links between entities, labels and other referents. Experts could then be called upon to decipher controversial data only as crowds encountered difficulties. With more training data and the current advances in NLP techniques such as hierarchical attention neural networks and new language models, scientific NER is moving towards more automation and minimal expert input.

(b) Relations: Similarly, while there exist machine learned approaches to entity linking and relations extraction, these methods aim to teach the computer relations that are often straightforward to human brains (married to, employed by, located in etc.). In science, relations may be more complex and require some expertise, however trained crowds and even untrained crowds can recognize and correct relationships such as “Tg of” or “melting point of”. In our application for example, while computer techniques were efficient at extracting such relations in straightforward context contained in single sentences, extraction failed when entities spread across long sentences and paragraphs, or when sentences included discussions and comparisons between multiple entity relations. Our work suggested that crowds can successfully establish missed connections without expert knowledge.

(c) Processes: Here, we make a distinction between processes and the joint extraction and linking of multiple named entities. Scientists may be interested in complex
procedures that combines varying numbers and types of entities and require relatively high numbers of metadata fields rather than one or two parameters. For example, in some articles, the newly designed polymer was not named; instead its synthesis was described in a paragraph. While NLP techniques may identify the relevant paragraph in publications, even extract parts of the synthesis procedure, there would likely remain gaps between the automatically extracted data and the desired output information. Such cases are more suitable for exploring a more complex combination of automation with untrained and trained crowd input. Once, the correct section of the article has been identified via text classification, untrained crowd can be directed to extract temperatures and other concise facts; trained crowd workers may review this initial data, correct and/or add metadata information, leaving only the extraction of nuanced information to be performed by experts.

4. Labeling: In this case, both automated and human input can be used. Weak supervision methods can automatically annotated some data, while experts may only provide labels for ambiguous cases to improve classification performance. Untrained and trained crowds can simply aim to decrease the amount of information to be examined by the experts—thereby decreasing the highest labeling costs—by eliminating obvious erroneous data proposed during the weak supervision process.

5. Validation: Validation of extraction models is best performed by experts until satisfactory classification accuracies of entities and relations are achieved. For example, based on budget and costs discussions, expert can review a modest percentage of the automatically extracted results and verify that models achieve their desired accuracy in practice. High accuracy predictive models can then help prioritize human review as the volume of publications and extracted data increases. The need for experts is not totally eliminated but greatly reduced by such models as outliers may not always
indicate errors but results from interesting, novel scientific studies. In the case of the glass transition temperature for examples, while there exist mathematical models to predict this property, an extreme temperature may indicate novel results such as new materials, or special measurement conditions.

In summary, the work presented in this thesis illustrates how to lower the costs, increase the throughput and accelerate the pace of state-of-the-art scientific facts extraction—which currently includes fully-manual extraction from the literature to populate databases, due to its challenging nature and the occasional lack of training data—by combining computer tasks with crowd input. We propose that human expertise is an essential, unavoidable piece of the extraction of scientific facts. This human input, while costly, is necessary for extracting data that require attention to details (large amounts of metadata) and pointed expertise. As accuracy is a serious concern, humans are also required to validate results from fully-automated models. Computers can greatly improve the discovery and presentation of this data to facilitate the manual extraction when applicable. They can also efficiently capture expert knowledge to alleviate the burden on labeling data for machine learned extraction and validation machine models. Untrained and trained crowds can further decrease expert costs by performing the extraction and providing labels to these models as well. To mitigate losses in accuracy, these crowds can be supervised and assigned concise extraction or labeling sub-tasks.

In terms of distribution of tasks across crowds, one would ideally give the highest numbers of tasks to the cheapest work force: untrained crowds, and progressively funnel the remaining of the tasks towards experts. However, while there exist platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk and Figure Eight for untrained crowds, scaling trained crowds beyond the classroom setting is more challenging. One solution could be community-maintained portals and databases, in which volunteers would occasionally provide data. Another solution

---

1. Figure Eight is a crowdsourcing platform designed to provide training data (website at https://www.figure-eight.com/)
would replicate existing practices of using trained crowds to populate scientific databases during paid internships for example. As the performance of machine learning models improve, the IE systems may move towards bypassing the trained crowds and distributing tasks only between large untrained crowds and a limited number of experts. Such endeavor will require experts to temporarily focus on a new schema design subtask: properly breaking down scientific IE tasks into well-thought out micro-tasks for amateur crowd workers. Once, automated models and untrained crowd performances reach desired accuracy, expert focus can ultimately be narrowed down only to schema design and validation of controversial data.
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